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LOCALLY ANALYTIC REPRESENTATIONS AND SHEAVES ON THE
BRUHAT-TITS BUILDING
DEEPAM PATEL, TOBIAS SCHMIDT, AND MATTHIAS STRAUCH
Abstract. Let L be a finite field extension of Qp and let G be the group of L-rational
points of a split connected reductive group over L. We view G as a locally L-analytic
group with Lie algebra g. The purpose of this work is to propose a construction which
extends the localization of smooth G-representations of P. Schneider and U. Stuhler ([45])
to the case of locally analytic G-representations. We define a functor from admissible
locally analytic G-representations with prescribed infinitesimal character to a category
of equivariant sheaves on the Bruhat-Tits building of G. For smooth representations, the
corresponding sheaves are closely related to the sheaves of Schneider and Stuhler. The
functor is also compatible, in a certain sense, with the localization of g-modules on the
flag variety by A. Beilinson and J. Bernstein ([2]).
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1. Introduction
Let L be a finite field extension of the field Qp of p-adic numbers. Let G be a connected
split reductive group over L and B ⊂ G a Borel subgroup defined over L. Let T ⊂ G
be a maximal torus contained in B. Let G := G(L), T := T(L) denote the groups of
rational points, viewed as a locally L-analytic groups. Let g and t be the corresponding
Lie algebras.
The purpose of this work is to propose a construction which extends the localization
theory for smooth G-representations of P. Schneider and U. Stuhler ([45]) to the case of
locally analytic G-representations. In more concrete terms, we define an exact functor
from admissible locally analytic G-representations with prescribed infinitesimal character
to a category of equivariant sheaves on the Bruhat-Tits building of G. The functor is
also compatible, in a certain sense, with the localization theory for g-modules on the flag
variety of G by A. Beilinson and J. Bernstein ([2]), and J.-L. Brylinski and M. Kashiwara
([6], [7]).
To give more details, let B be the (semisimple) Bruhat-Tits building of G. The torus T
determines an apartment A in B. We fix a fundamental chamber C ⊂ A and a special
vertex x0 ∈ C which will be used as an origin for the affine space A. In [45] the authors
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consider, for any point z ∈ B, a well-behaved filtration
Pz ⊃ U (0)z ⊃ U (1)z ⊃ ...
of the pointwise stabilizer Pz of z in G by open pro-p subgroups U
(e)
z . It forms a funda-
mental system of neighborhoods of 1 ∈ Pz. The group U (e)z does not change when z varies
in a facet of the building. Let from now on e ≥ 0 be a fixed number (called a level in
loc.cit.).
Using the groups U
(e)
z , Schneider and Stuhler define in [45, sec. IV] an exact functor
V 7→ V
≈
from smooth complex G-representations to sheaves of complex vector spaces on B. The
stalk of the sheaf V
≈
at a point z is given by the coinvariants V
U
(e)
z
and the restriction
of V
≈
to a facet F ⊂ B equals the constant sheaf with fibre V
U
(e)
F
. The functor V 7→ V
≈
has particularly good properties when restricted to the subcategory of representations
generated by their U
(e)
x0 -fixed vectors. It is a major tool in the proof of the Zelevinsky
conjecture (loc.cit.).
From now on we fix a complete discretely valued field extension K of L. The functor
V 7→ V
≈
can be defined in exactly the same way for smooth G-representations on K-vector
spaces, and produces sheaves of K-vector spaces on B. The naive extension of the functor
V 7→ V
≈
to locally analytic representations, by taking coinvariants as above, does not have
good properties. For instance, applying this procedure to an irreducible finite-dimensional
algebraic representation, which is not the trivial representation, produces the zero sheaf.
Moreover, if we aim at a picture which is related to the localization theory of g-modules,
then localizing an irreducible algebraic representation should give a line bundle.
We consider the variety of Borel subgroups
X = G/B
of G. We let OX be its structure sheaf and DX be its sheaf of differential operators.
Deriving the left regular action of G on X yields an algebra homomorphism
α : U(g) −→ DX
where the source refers to the constant sheaf on X with fibre equal to the universal
enveloping algebra U(g) of g. Let Z(g) be the center of the ring U(g).
The torus T determines a root system. Let ρ be half the sum over the positive roots
with respect to B. For any algebraic character χ − ρ of the torus T we have the sheaf
Dχ of differential endomorphisms of the line bundle on X associated with χ − ρ. Any
trivialization of the line bundle induces a local isomorphism between Dχ and DX , and we
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have Dρ = DX . More generally, if χ−ρ is an arbitrary character of t there is a sheaf of so-
called twisted differential operators Dχ onX . As in the former case it comes equipped with
a morphism OX →֒ Dχ which is locally isomorphic to the canonical morphism OX →֒ DX .
Moreover, there is an algebra homomorphism U(g) → Dχ locally isomorphic to α. The
sheaf Dχ was first introduced in [2] as a certain quotient sheaf of the skew tensor product
algebra OX#U(g). We use this notation (’#’) to indicate that the multiplication on the
tensor product OX ⊗ U(g) involves the action of U(g) on OX .
Let χ be a character of t. Let θ be the character of Z(g) associated with χ via the classical
Harish-Chandra homomorphism. The above map factors via a homomorphism
U(g)θ −→ Dχ
where U(g)θ = U(g) ⊗Z(g),θ L. If χ is dominant and regular, a version of the localization
theorem ([2]) asserts that the functor
∆χ : M 7→ Dχ ⊗U(g)θ M
is an equivalence of categories between the (left) U(g)θ-modules and the (left) Dχ-modules
which are quasi-coherent as OX-modules. The underlined objects refer to the associated
constant sheaves on X . We remark that a seminal application of this theorem (or rather
its complex version) leads to a proof of the Kazhdan-Lusztig multiplicity conjecture (cf.
[2], [6], [7]).
The starting point of our work is a result of V. Berkovich ([3], [36]) according to which
the building B may be viewed as a locally closed subspace
B →֒ Xan
of the Berkovich analytification Xan of X . This makes it possible to ’compare’ sheaves
on B and Xan in various ways. Most of what has been said above about the scheme X
extends to the analytic space Xan. In particular, there is an analytic version Danχ of Dχ
and an analytic version ∆χ(·)an of the functor ∆χ (sec. 6).
For technical reasons we have to assume at some point in this paper that L = Qp, with
p > 2 an odd prime. (However, we have no doubts that our results eventually extend to
general L and p). To describe our proposed locally analytic ’localization functor’ under
this assumption we let D(G) be the algebra of K-valued locally analytic distributions on
G. It naturally contains U(g). Recall that the category of admissible locally analytic
G-representations over K (in the sense of P. Schneider and J. Teitelbaum, cf. [43]) is
anti-equivalent to a full abelian subcategory of the (left) D(G)-modules, the so-called
coadmissible modules. A similar result holds over any compact open subgroup U
(e)
z .
From now on we fix a central character
θ : Z(gK) −→ K
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and a toral character χ ∈ t∗K associated to θ via the classical Harish-Chandra homomor-
phism. To give an example, the usual augmentation map K[T ] → K of the group ring
K[T ] induces a character λ0 of D(T ) such that χ = ρ and with θ0 equal to the trivial
infinitesimal character, i.e., ker θ0 = Z(gK)∩U(gK)gK . The ring Z(gK) lies in the center
of the ring D(G) ([42]) so that we may consider the central reduction
D(G)θ := D(G)⊗Z(gK ),θ K.
We propose to study the abelian category of (left) D(G)θ-modules which are coadmissible
over D(G). As remarked above it is anti-equivalent to the category of admissible locally
analytic G-representations over K with infinitesimal character θ. We emphasize that any
topologically irreducible admissible locally analytic G-representation admits, up to a finite
extension of K, an infinitesimal character ([18]).
To start with, consider a point z ∈ B. The group U (e)z carries a natural p-valuation in the
sense of M. Lazard, cf. [28]. According to the general locally analytic theory ([43]), this
induces a family of norms ||.||r on the distribution algebra D(U (e)z ) for r ∈ [r0, 1) where
r0 := p
−1. We let Dr(U
(e)
z ) be the corresponding completion of D(U
(e)
z ) and Dr(U
(e)
z )θ its
central reduction. In 8.2 we introduce sheaves of distribution algebras Dr and Dr,θ on B
with stalks
(Dr)z = Dr(U
(e)
z ), (Dr,θ)z = Dr(U
(e)
z )θ
for all points z ∈ B. The inclusions U(g) ⊂ Dr(U (e)z ) sheafify to a morphism U(gK)θ →
Dr,θ. Similarly, for any coadmissible D(G)θ-module M we consider a Dr,θ-module M r on
B having stalks
(M r)z = Dr(U
(e)
z )θ ⊗D(U (e)z )θ M
for all points z ∈ B. The formation of M r is functorial in M . The sheaves Dr,θ,M r are
constructible and will formally replace the constant sheaves appearing in the definition
of the functors ∆χ,∆
an
χ . To simplify the exposition in this introduction we assume from
now on that the level e ≥ 0 is sufficiently large.
Consider the restriction of the structure sheaf of Xan to B, i.e.,
OB = OXan |B.
We then define a sheaf of noncommutative rings Dr,χ on B which is also a module over
OB and which is vaguely reminiscent of a ’sheaf of twisted differential operators’. It has
a natural G-equivariant structure. It depends on the level e, but, following the usage
of [45], we suppress this in our notation. More important, it depends on the ’radius’ r
which is genuine to the locally analytic situation and is related to a choice of completed
distribution algebra Dr(U
(e)
z ) at each point z ∈ B. Completely analogous to constructing
Dχ out of the skew tensor product algebra OX#U(gK) (cf. [2]) we obtain the sheaf Dr,χ
out of a skew tensor product algebra of the form OB#Dr.
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To describe the sheaf Dr,χ we observe first that, for any point z ∈ B, the inclusion
U
(e)
z ⊂ Pz implies that there is a locally analytic U (e)z -action on the analytic stalk OB,z.
We therefore have the corresponding skew group ring OB,z#U (e)z as well as the skew
enveloping algebra OB,z#U(g), familiar objects from noncommutative ring theory ([29]).
In sec. 3 and sec. 6.3/4 we explain how the completed tensor product
OB,z⊗ˆLDr(U (e)z )
can be endowed with a unique structure of a topological K-algebra such that the OB,z-
linear maps
(∗) OB,z#U (e)z → OB,z⊗ˆLDr(U (e)z ) and OB,z#U(g)→ OB,z⊗ˆLDr(U (e)z ),
induced by U
(e)
z ⊂ D(U (e)z )× and U(g) ⊂ D(U (e)z ) respectively, become ring homomor-
phisms. To emphasize this skew multiplication we denote the target of the two maps in
(∗) by OB,z#Dr(U (e)z ) keeping in mind that there is a completed tensor product involved.
This process leads to a sheaf of K-algebras OB#Dr on B with stalks
(OB#Dr)z = OB,z#Dr(U (e)z )
at points z ∈ B. It comes equipped with a morphism OB#U(g) → OB#Dr giving back
the second map in (∗) at a point z ∈ B.
To generalize the formalism of twisting to this new situation we proceed similarly to [2].
Let TXan be the tangent sheaf of Xan and let αan : g→ TXan be the analytification of the
map α|g. There is the sheaf of L-Lie algebras
b◦,an := ker (OXan ⊗L g α
an−→ TXan).
The inclusion T ⊂ B induces an isomorphism of Lie algebras
OXan ⊗L t
∼=−→ b◦,an/[b◦,an, b◦,an].
We have thus an obvious OXan-linear extension of the character χ−ρ of tK to b◦,an⊗LK.
Its kernel, restricted to the building B, generates a two-sided ideal I anχ in OB#Dr and
we set
Dr,χ := (OB#Dr)/I anχ .
Let Dan
B,χ denote the restriction of Danχ to the building B. The sheaf Dr,χ comes with an
algebra homomorphism Dan
B,χ → Dr,χ induced from the inclusion OB#U(gK)→ OB#Dr.
Most importantly, the canonical morphism Dr → OB#Dr induces a canonical morphism
Dr,θ → Dr,χ making the diagram
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U(gK)θ

// Dan
B,χ

Dr,θ // Dr,χ
commutative.
In this situation we prove that
M 7→ Lr,χ(M) := Dr,χ ⊗Dr,θ M r
is an exact covariant functor from coadmissible D(G)θ modules into G-equivariant (left)
Dr,χ-modules. The stalk of the sheaf Lr,χ(M) at a point z ∈ B with residue field κ(z)
equals the (χ− ρ)-coinvariants of the tK-module
(κ(z)⊗ˆLM r,z)/npi(z)(κ(z)⊗ˆLM r,z)
as it should be ([2]). Here, npi(z) equals the nilpotent radical of the Borel subalgebra of
κ(z)⊗L g defined by the point π(z) ∈ X where π : Xan → X is the canonical map.
We tentatively call Lr,χ a locally analytic ’localization functor’. We suppress the depen-
dence of Lr,χ on the level e in our notation.
We prove the following compatibilities with the Schneider-Stuhler and the Beilinson-
Bernstein localizations. Suppose first that the coadmissible module M is associated to
a smooth G-representation V . Since gM = 0 it has infinitesimal character θ = θ0 and
the natural choice of twisting is therefore χ = ρ. We establish a canonical isomorphism
(Thm. 9.2.4) of OB-modules
Lr0,ρ(M)
∼=−→ OB ⊗L Vˇ
≈
where Vˇ is the smooth dual of V and Vˇ
≈
the sheaf associated to Vˇ by Schneider-Stuhler.
The isomorphism is natural in M .
Secondly, suppose the coadmissible module M is associated to a finite dimensional alge-
braic G-representation. The functor ∆χ(·)an may be applied to its underlying g-module
and gives a Danχ -module on Xan and then, via restriction, a DanB,χ-module ∆χ(M)anB on B.
We prove (Thm. 10.0.1) that there is a number r(M) ∈ [r0, 1) which is intrinsic to M
and a canonical isomorphism of Dan
B,χ-modules
Lr,χ(M)
∼=−→ ∆χ(M)anB
for all r ≥ r(M). The isomorphism is natural in M .
As a class of examples we finally investigate the localizations of locally analytic represen-
tations in the image of the functor FGB introduced by S. Orlik and investigated in [34].
The image of FGB comprises a wide class of interesting representations and contains all
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principal series representations as well as all locally algebraic representations (e.g. tensor
products of smooth with algebraic representations).
This paper is the first of a series of papers whose aim is to develop a localization theory for
locally analytic representations. Here we only make a first step in this direction, focussing
on the building and merging the theory of Schneider and Stuhler with the theory of Beilin-
son and Bernstein, resp. Brylinski and Kashiwara. To get a more complete picture one
has to extend the construction to a compactification B of the building. The compacti-
fication which one would take here is, of course, the closure of B in Xan. Moreover, for
intended applications like functorial resolutions and the computation of Ext groups, one
has to develop a ’homological theory’, in analogy to [45, sec. II]. However, the sheaves
produced in this way (using a compactification) would still have too many global sections.
For instance, the space of global sections would be a module for the ring of meromorphic
functions on Xan with poles outside B, and this is a very large ring. The aim would be to
produce sheaves whose global sections give back the D(G)-module one started with. In
the paper ([35]) we explore an approach (in the case of GL(2)) which is based on the use
of (a family of) semistable formal models X of Xan, and we replace OB by the pull-back of
OX ⊗L via the specialization map Xan → X, and the roˆle of Dr,χ is played by arithmetic
logarithmic differential operators. In this regard we want to mention related works by
C. Noot-Huyghe ([?]), and K. Ardakov and S. Wadsley ([1]). While Noot-Huyghe stud-
ies localizations of arithmetic D-modules on smooth formal models of X , Ardakov and
Wadsley define and study localizations of representations of Iwasawa algebras on smooth
models. Our present paper is in some sense complementary to these papers, as our focus
is on non-compact groups.
Despite the many aspects (like compactifications, homological theory, relation with formal
models) that still have to be explored, given the many technical details that one has to
take care of we thought it worthwhile to give an account of the constructions as developed
up to this point.
Acknowledgments. We thank Vladimir Berkovich for helpful correspondence on p-adic
symmetric spaces and buildings. T. S. gratefully acknowledges travel support by the SFB
878 ”Groups, Geometry & Actions” at the University of Mu¨nster. D.P. would like to
thank Indiana University, Bloomington, for its support and hospitality.
Notations. Let p be an odd prime. Let L/Qp be a finite extension and K ⊆ Cp a
complete discretely valued extension of L. The absolute value |.| on Cp is normalized by
|p| = p−1. Let oL ⊂ L be the ring of integers and ̟L ∈ oL a uniformizer. We denote
by vL always the normalized p-adic valuation on L, i.e. vL(̟) = 1. Let n and e(L/Qp)
be the degree and the ramification index of the extension L/Qp respectively. Similarly,
oK ⊂ K denotes the integers in K and ̟K ∈ oK a uniformizer. Let k := oK/(̟K) denote
the residue field of K.
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The letter G always denotes a connected reductive linear algebraic group over L which is
split over L and G = G(L) denotes its group of rational points.
2. Distribution algebras and locally analytic representations
For notions and notation from non-archimedean functional analysis we refer to the book
[40].
2.1. Distribution algebras. In this section we recall some definitions and results about
algebras of distributions attached to locally analytic groups ([42], [43]). We consider a
locally L-analytic group H and denote by Can(H,K) the locally convex K-vector space
of locally L-analytic functions on H as defined in [42]. The strong dual
D(H,K) := Can(H,K)′b
is the algebra of K-valued locally analytic distributions on H where the multiplication
is given by the usual convolution product. This multiplication is separately continuous.
However, if H is compact, then D(H,K) is a K-Fre´chet algebra.
The algebra D(H,K) comes equipped with a continuous K-algebra homomorphism
∆ : D(H,K) −→ D(H,K)⊗ˆK,ιD(H,K)
which has all the usual properties of a comultiplication ([44, §3 App.]). Here, ι refers to
the (complete) inductive tensor product. Of course, ∆(δh) = δh ⊗ δh for h ∈ H .
The universal enveloping algebra U(h) of the Lie algebra h := Lie(H) of H acts naturally
on Can(H,K). On elements x ∈ h this action is given by
(xf)(h) =
d
dt
(t 7→ f(expH(−tx)h))|t=0
where expH : h−− > H denotes the exponential map of H , defined in a small neighbour-
hood of 0 in h. This gives rise to an embedding of U(h)K := U(h) ⊗L K into D(H,K)
via
U(h)K →֒ D(H,K), x 7→ (f 7→ (x˙f)(1)).
Here x 7→ x˙ is the unique anti-automorphism of the K-algebra U(h)K which induces
multiplication by −1 on h. The comultiplication ∆ restricted to U(g)K gives the usual
comultiplication of the Hopf algebra U(g)K , i.e. ∆(x) = x⊗ 1 + 1⊗ x for all x ∈ h.
2.2. Norms and completions of distribution algebras.
2.2.1. p-valuations. Let H be a compact locally Qp-analytic group. Recall ([28]) that a
p-valuation ω on H is a real valued function ω : H \ {1} → (1/(p− 1),∞) ⊂ R satisfying
(i) ω(gh−1) ≥ min (ω(g), ω(h)),
(ii) ω(g−1h−1gh) ≥ ω(g) + ω(h),
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(iii) ω(gp) = ω(g) + 1
for all g, h ∈ H . As usual one puts ω(1) :=∞ and interprets the above inequalities in the
obvious sense if a term ω(1) occurs.
Let ω be a p-valuation on H . It follows from loc.cit., III.3.1.3/7/9 that the topology on
H is defined by ω (loc.cit., II.1.1.5), in particular, H is a pro-p group. Moreover, there is
a topological generating system h1, ..., hd of H such that the map
Zdp → H, (a1, ..., ad) 7→ ha11 · · · hadd
is well-defined and a homeomorphism. Moreover,
ω(ha11 · · · hadd ) = min{ω(hi) + vp(ai) | i = 1, ..., d}
where vp denotes the p-adic valuation on Zp. The sequence (h1, ..., hd) is called a p-basis
(or an ordered basis, cf. [43, §4]) of the p-valued group (H,ω).
Finally, a p-valued group (H,ω) is called p-saturated if any g ∈ H such that ω(g) >
p/(p− 1) is a p-th power in H .
2.2.2. The canonical p-valuation on uniform pro-p groups. We recall some definitions and
results about pro-p groups ([17, ch. 3,4]) in the case p 6= 2. In this subsection H will be a
pro-p group which is equipped with its topology as a pro-finite group. Then H is called
powerful if H/Hp is abelian. Here, Hp is the closure of the subgroup generated by the
p-th powers of its elements. If H is topologically finitely generated one can show that the
subgroup Hp are open and hence automatically closed. The lower p-series (Pi(H))i≥1 of
an arbitrary pro-p group H is defined inductively by
P1(H) := H, Pi+1(H) := Pi(H)p[Pi(H), H ].
If H is topologically finitely generated, then the groups Pi(H) are all open in H and
form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 1 (loc.cit, Prop. 1.16). A pro-p group
H is called uniform if it is topologically finitely generated, powerful and its lower p-series
satisfies (H : P2(H)) = (Pi(H) : Pi+1(H)) for all i ≥ 1. If H is a topologically finitely
generated powerful pro-p group then Pi(H) is a uniform pro-p group for all sufficiently
large i (loc.cit. 4.2). Moreover, any compact Qp-analytic group contains an open normal
uniform pro-p subgroup (loc.cit. 8.34). Now let H be a uniform pro-p group. It carries a
distinguished p-valuation ωcan which is associated to the lower p-series and which we call
the canonical p-valuation. For h 6= 1, it is defined by ωcan(h) = max{i ≥ 1 : h ∈ Pi(H)}.
2.2.3. Norms arising from p-valuations. In this section we let H be a compact Qp-analytic
group endowed with a p-valuation ω that has rational values. For convenience of the reader
we briefly recall ([43, §4]) the construction of a suitable family of submultiplicative norms
||.||r, r ∈ [1/p, 1) on the algebra D(H,K).
Let h1, ..., hd be an ordered basis for (H,ω). The homeomorphism ψ : Z
d
p ≃ H given by
(a1, ..., ad) 7→ ha11 · · ·hadd is a global chart for the Qp-analytic manifold H . By functoriality
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of Can(., K) it induces an isomorphism ψ∗ : Can(H,K)
∼=−→ Can(Zdp, K) of topological
K-vector spaces. Using Mahler expansions ([28, III.1.2.4]) we may express elements of
C(Zdp, K), the space of continuous K-valued functions on Z
d
p, as series f(x) =
∑
α∈Nd0
cα
(
x
α
)
where cα ∈ K and
(
x
α
)
=
(
x1
α1
)···(xd
αd
)
for multi-indices x = (x1, ..., xd) and α = (α1, .., αd) ∈
Nd0. Further, we have |cα| → 0 for |α| = α1 + ... + αd → ∞. A continuous function
f ∈ C(Zdp, K) is locally analytic if and only if |cα|r|α| → 0 for some real number r > 1
(loc.cit. III.1.3.9).
Put bi := hi− 1 ∈ Z[H ] and bα := bα11 · · · bαdd for α ∈ Nd0. Identifying group elements with
Dirac distributions induces a K-algebra embedding K[H ] →֒ D(H,K), h 7→ δh. In the
light of the dual isomorphism ψ∗ : D(Z
d
p, K)
∼=−→ D(H,K) we see that any δ ∈ D(H,K)
has a unique convergent expansion δ =
∑
α∈Nd0
dαb
α with dα ∈ K such that the set
{|dα|r|α|}α is bounded for all 0 < r < 1. Conversely, any such series is convergent in
D(H,K). By construction the value δ(f) ∈ K of such a series on a function f ∈ Can(H,K)
equals δ(f) =
∑
α dαcα where cα are the Mahler coefficients of ψ
∗(f).
To take the original p-valuation ω into account we define τα :=
∑
i ω(hi)αi for α ∈ Nd0.
The family of norms ||.||r, 0 < r < 1 on D(H,K) defined on a series δ as above via
||δ||r := supα |dα|rτα defines the Fre´chet topology on D(H,K). Let Dr(H,K) denote the
norm completion of D(H,K) with respect to ||.||r. Thus we obtain
Dr(H,K) = {
∑
α∈Nd0
dαb
α ∈ K[[b1, ..., bd]]| lim
|α|→∞
|dα|rτα = 0.
There is an obvious norm-decreasing linear map Dr′(H,K)→ Dr(H,K) whenever r ≤ r′.
The norms ||.||r belonging to the subfamily 1/p ≤ r < 1 are submultiplicative (loc.cit.,
Prop. 4.2) and do not depend on the choice of ordered basis (loc.cit., before Thm. 4.11).
In particular, each Dr(H,K) is aK-Banach algebra in this case. If we equip the projective
limit lim←−rDr(H,K) with the projective limit topology the natural map
D(H,K)
∼=−→ lim←−
r
Dr(H,K)
is an isomorphism of topological K-algebras.
Finally, it is almost obvious that the comultiplication ∆ completes to continuous ’comul-
tiplications’ ∆r : Dr(H,K) −→ Dr(H,K)⊗ˆKDr(H,K) for any r in the above range.
We make two final remarks in case H is a uniform pro-p group and ω is its canonical
p-valuation (2.2.2). In this case each group Pm(H), m ≥ 0 is a uniform pro-p group.
(i) The resulting ||.||1/p-norm topology onD(H,K) coincides with the p-adic topology.
In fact, there is a canonical isomorphism between D1/p(H,Qp) and the p-adic
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completion (with p inverted) of the universal enveloping algebra of the Zp-Lie
algebra 1
p
L(H) ([1, Thm. 10.4/Remark 10.5 (c)]).
(ii) Let
rm :=
pm
√
1/p
for m ≥ 0. In particular, r0 = 1/p. Since Pm+1(H) is uniform pro-p we may
consider the corresponding ||.||r0- norm on its distribution algebra D(Pm+1(H)).
In this situtation the ring extension D(Pm+1(H)) ⊂ D(H) completes in the ||.||rm-
norm topology on D(H) to a ring extension
Dr0(Pm+1(H)) ⊂ Drm(H)
and Drm(H) is a finite and free (left or right) module over Dr0(Pm+1(H))) on a
basis any system of coset representatives for the finite group H/Pm+1(H) ([38,
Lem. 5.11]).
2.3. Coadmissible modules. We keep all notations from the preceding section but sup-
pose that the p-valuation ω on H satisfies additionally
(HYP) (H,ω) is p− saturated and the ordered basis h1, ..., hd of H
satisfies ω(hi) + ω(hj) > p/(p− 1) for any 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ d.
Remark: This implies that H is a uniform pro-p group. Conversely, the canonical p-
valuation on a uniform pro-p group (p arbitrary) satisfies (HYP). For both statements we
refer to [43, Rem. before Lem. 4.4] and [39, Prop. 2.1].
Suppose in the following r ∈ (p−1, 1) and r ∈ pQ. In this case the norm ||.||r on Dr(H,K)
is multiplicative and Dr(H,K) is a (left and right) noetherian integral domain ([43, Thm.
4.5]). For two numbers r ≤ r′ in the given range the ring homomorphism
Dr′(H,K)→ Dr(H,K)
makes the target a flat (left or right) module over the source (loc.cit., Thm. 4.9). The
above isomorphism D(H,K)
∼=−→ lim←−rDr(H,K) realizes therefore a Fre´chet-Stein struc-
ture on D(H,K) in the sense of loc.cit. §3. The latter allows to define a well-behaved
abelian full subcategory CH of the (left) D(H,K)-modules, the so-called coadmissible
modules. By definition, an abstract (left) D(H,K)-module M is coadmissible if for all r
in the given range
(i) Mr := Dr(H,K)⊗D(H,K) M is finitely generated over Dr(H,K),
(ii) the natural map M
∼=−→ lim←−rMr is an isomorphism.
The projective system {Mr}r is sometimes called the coherent sheaf associated to M . To
give an example, any finitely presented D(H,K)-module is coadmissible.
In general, any compact locally L-analytic group has the structure of a Frechet-Stein
algebra ([43, Thm. 5.1]). In particular, we may define the notion of a coadmissible
module over D(H,K) for any compact L-analytic group in a similar manner. For a general
locally L-analytic group G, a D(G,K)-moduleM is coadmissible if it is coadmissible as a
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D(H,K)-module for every compact open subgroup H ⊂ G. It follows from loc. cit. that
it is sufficient to check this for a single compact open subgroup.
2.4. Locally analytic representations. We recall some facts of locally analytic repre-
sentations. A vector space V which equals a locally convex inductive limit V = lim−→n∈N Vn
over a countable system of Banach spaces Vn where the transition maps Vn → Vn+1 are
injective compact linear maps is called a vector space of compact type. We recall ([42,
Thm. 1.1]) that such a space is Hausdorff, complete, bornological and reflexive. Its strong
dual V ′b is a nuclear Fre´chet space satisfying V
′
b = lim←−n(Vn)′b.
After this preliminary remark let H be a locally L-analytic group, V a Hausdorff locally
convex K-vector space and ρ : H → GL(V ) a homomorphism. Then V (or the pair
(V, ρ)) is called a locally analytic representation of H if the topological K-vector space
V is barrelled, each h ∈ H acts K-linearly and continuously on V , and the orbit maps
ρv : H → V, h 7→ ρ(h)(v) are locally analytic maps for all v ∈ V , cf. [42, sec. 3]. If V
is of compact type, then the contragredient G-action on its strong dual V ′b extends to a
separately continuous left D(H,K)-module on a nuclear Fre´chet space.
In this way the functor V 7→ V ′b induces an equivalence of categories between locally
analytic H-representations on K-vector spaces of compact type (with continuous linear
H-maps as morphisms) and separately continuous D(H,K)-modules on nuclear Fre´chet
spaces (with continuous D(H,K)-module maps as morphisms).
A locally analytic H-representation V is said to be admissible if V ′b is a coadmissible
D(H,K)-module. The above functor restricts to an equivalence between the correspond-
ing categories of admissible locally analytic representations and coadmissible D(H,K)-
modules.
3. Completed skew group rings
In this section we will describe a general method of completing certain skew group rings.
3.1. Preliminaries. Let H be a compact locally L-analytic group and let A be a locally
convex L-algebra equipped with a locally analytic H-representation ρ : H → GL(A). The
H-action on A extends to a natural structure of a D(H,L)-module ([42, Thm. 2.2]). On
the other hand, D(H,L) is a topological module over itself via left multiplication. The
completion A⊗ˆLD(H,L) is thus a topological D(H,L)⊗ˆLD(H,L)-module. We view it
as a topological D(H,L)-module by restricting scalars via the comultiplication ∆. This
allows to define the L-bilinear map
(A⊗L D(H,L))× (A⊗ˆLD(H,L)) −→ A⊗ˆLD(H,L)
given by (
∑
i fi ⊗ δi, b) 7→
∑
i fi · δi(b). We consider the product topology on the source.
In view of the continuity of all operations involved together with [40, Lem. 17.1] this map
is continuous. Since the target is complete it extends in a bilinear and continuous manner
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to the completion of the source. In other words, A⊗ˆLD(H,L) becomes a topological L-
algebra. Of course, A⊗ˆLD(H,K) is then a topological K-algebra. To emphasize its skew
multiplication we denote it in the following by
A#LD(H,K)
or even by A#D(H,K). This should not cause confusion. However, one has to keep in
mind that there is a completed tensor product involved.
3.2. Skew group rings, skew enveloping algebras and their completions.
3.2.1. Using the action ρ we may form the abstract skew group ring A#H ([29, 1.5.4]).
We remind the reader that it equals the free left A-module with elements of H as a
basis and with multiplication defined by (ag) · (bh) := a(ρ(g)(b))gh for any a, b ∈ A and
g, h ∈ H . Each element of A#H has a unique expression as∑h∈H ahh with ah = 0 for all
but finitely many h ∈ H . Evidently, A#H contains H as a subgroup of its group of units
and A as a subring. Furthermore, the inclusion L[H ] ⊆ D(H,L) gives rise to an A-linear
map
(3.2.2) A#H = A⊗L L[H ] −→ A⊗ˆLD(H,L).
On the other hand, let h := Lie(H). Differentiating the locally analytic action ρ gives a
homomorphism of L-Lie algebras α : h −→ DerL(A) into the L-derivations of the algebra
A making the diagram
U(h)
⊆

α
// EndL(A)
Id

D(H,K)
ρ
// EndL(A)
commutative ([42, 3.1]). We may therefore form the skew enveloping algebra A#U(h)
([29, 1.7.10]). We recall that this is an L-algebra whose underlying L-vector space equals
the tensor product A⊗L U(h). The multiplication is defined by
(f1 ⊗ x1) · (f2 ⊗ x2) = (f1α(x1)(f2))⊗ x2+(f1f2)⊗ (x1x2),
for fi ⊗ xi ∈ A⊗L h. Moreover, the inclusion U(h) ⊆ D(H,L) induces an A-linear map
(3.2.3) A#U(h) −→ A⊗ˆLD(H,L).
Proposition 3.2.4. The A-linear maps (3.2.2) and (3.2.3) are L-algebra homomor-
phisms. The first of these maps has dense image.
Proof. The first statement follows from the identities
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(i) (1⊗ˆδg) · (f⊗ˆ1) = (ρ(g)(f))⊗ˆδg for any g ∈ H, f ∈ A,
(ii) (1⊗ˆx) · (f⊗ˆ1) = (α(x)(f))⊗ˆ1 + f⊗ˆx for any x ∈ h, f ∈ A
in A⊗ˆLD(H,L). In turn these identities follow from ∆(δg) = δg⊗ˆδg and ∆(x) = x⊗ˆ1+1⊗ˆx.
The final statement follows from [42, Lem. 3.1]. 
3.2.5. We assume from now on that L = Qp and that the compact locally Qp-analytic
group H is endowed with a p-valuation ω. We put
r0 := p
−1
and consider the norm completion Dr(H,K) for some arbitrary but fixed r ∈ [r0, 1). Let
us assume for a moment that the natural map D(H,L)→ Dr(H,L) satisfies the following
hypothesis:
(⋆) The topological D(H,L)−module structure of A
extends to a topological Dr(H,L)−module structure.
If we replace in the above discussion the comultiplication ∆ by its completion ∆r we
obtain in an entirely analogous manner a completion A⊗ˆLDr(H,K) of the skew group
ring A#H , base changed toK. It satisfiesmutatis mutandis the statement of the preceding
proposition. As before we will often abbreviate it by A#Dr(H,K).
4. Sheaves on the Bruhat-Tits building and smooth representations
4.1. Filtrations of stabilizer subgroups.
4.1.1. Let T be a maximal L-split torus in G. Let X∗(T) resp. X∗(T) be the group of
algebraic characters resp. cocharacters of T. Let Φ = Φ(G,T) ⊂ X∗(T) denote the root
system determined by the adjoint action of T on the Lie algebra of G. Let W denote
the corresponding Weyl group. For each α ∈ Φ we have the unipotent root subgroup
Uα ⊆ G. Since G is split the choice of a Chevalley basis determines a system of L-group
isomorphisms
xα : Ga
∼=−→ Uα
for each α ∈ Φ (an e´pinglage) satisfying Chevalley’s commutation relations ([14, p. 27]).
Let X∗(C) denote the group of L-algebraic cocharacters of the connected center C of G.
We denote by G, T, Uα the groups of L-rational points of G,T,Uα(α ∈ Φ) respectively.
Recall the normalized p-adic valuation vL on L, i.e. vL(̟) = 1. For α ∈ Φ we denote by
(Uα,r)r∈R the filtration of Uα arising from the valuation vL on L via the isomorphism xα.
It is an exhaustive and separated discrete filtration by subgroups. Put Uα,∞ := {1}.
4.1.2. Let B = B(G) be the semisimple Bruhat-Tits building of G. The torus T
determines an apartment A in B. Recall that a point z in the Coxeter complex A is
called special if for any direction of wall there is a wall of A actually passing through z
([11, 1.3.7]). As in [13], 3.5 we choose once and for all a special vertex x0 in A and a
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chamber C ⊂ A containing it. We use the point x0 to identify the affine space A with the
real vector space
A = (X∗(T)/X∗(C))⊗Z R.
Each root α ∈ Φ induces therefore a linear form α : A → R in an obvious way. For any
nonempty subset Ω ⊆ A we let fΩ : Φ → R ∪ {∞}, α 7→ − infx∈Ω α(x). It is a concave
function in the sense of [11, 6.4.1-5]. We emphasize that the concept of a concave function
is developed in loc.cit. more generally for functions taking values in the set
R˜ := R ∪ {r+ : r ∈ R} ∪ {∞}.
The latter has a natural structure as totally ordered commutative monoid extending the
total order and the addition on R. For any α ∈ Φ and r ∈ R we define
Uα,r+ := ∪s∈R,s>rUα,s.
For any concave function f : Φ→ R˜ we then have the group
(4.1.3) Uf := subgroup of G generated by all Uα,f(α) for α ∈ Φ.
4.1.4. For each nonempty subset Ω ⊆ B we let
PΩ := {g ∈ G : gz = z for any z ∈ Ω}
be its pointwise stabilizer in G. For any facet F ⊆ B we will recall from [45, I.2] a certain
decreasing filtration of PF by open normal pro-p subgroups which will be most important
for all that follows in this article. To do this we first consider a facet F in the apartment
A. Its concave function fF is given by
fF : Φ −→ R, α 7→ − inf
x∈F
α(x).
For α ∈ Φ we put f ∗F (α) := fF (α)+ if α|F is constant and f ∗F (α) := fF (α) otherwise. This
yields a concave function f ∗F : Φ→ R˜. With f ∗F also the functions f ∗F + e, for any integer
e ≥ 0, are concave. Hence there is the descending sequence of subgroups
Uf∗
F
⊇ Uf∗
F
+1 ⊇ Uf∗
F
+2 ⊇ ...
4.1.5. On the other hand we let T := Spec(oL[X
∗(T)]) and
T (e) := ker(T(oL) −→ T(oL/̟e+1L oL))
for any e ≥ 0 (cf. [45, pf. of Prop. I.2.6]) and finally define
U
(e)
F := Uf∗F+e · T (e)
for each e ≥ 0 (loc.cit. p.21). This definition is extended to any facet F in B by putting
U
(e)
F := gU
(e)
F ′ g
−1 if F = gF ′ with g ∈ G and F ′ a facet in A. We thus obtain a filtration
PF ⊇ U (0)F ⊇ U (1)F ⊇ ...
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of the pointwise stabilizer PF by normal subgroups. As in loc.cit. we definte, for any
point z ∈ B,
U (e)z := U
(e)
F
where F is the unique facet of B that contains z. The group U
(e)
z fixes the point z. By
construction we have
(4.1.6) U (e)gz = gU
(e)
z g
−1
for any z ∈ B and any g ∈ G.
Remark: We emphasize that the definition of the groups {U (e)F }F⊂B,e≥0 depends on the
choice of the special vertex x0 as an origin for A. We also remark that the very same
groups appear in the work of Moy-Prasad on unrefined minimal types ([32]).
We will make use of the following basic properties of the groups U
(e)
F . To formulate them
let
Φ = Φ+ ∪ Φ−
be any fixed decomposition of Φ into positive and negative roots.
Proposition 4.1.7. (i) Let F ⊂ A be a facet. For any e ≥ 0 the product map induces
a bijection
(
∏
α∈Φ−
Uf∗
F
+e ∩ Uα)× T (e) × (
∏
α∈Φ+
Uf∗
F
+e ∩ Uα)
∼=−→ U (e)F
whatever ordering of the factors of the left hand side we choose. Moreover, we
have
Uf∗
F
+e ∩ Uα = Uα,f∗
F
(α)+e
for any α ∈ Φ.
(ii) For any facet F ⊂ B the U (e)F for e ≥ 0 form a fundamental system of compact
open neighbourhoods of 1 in G,
(iii) U
(e)
F ′ ⊆ U (e)F for any two facets F, F ′ in B such that F ′ ⊆ F .
Proof. Cf. [45, Prop. I.2.7, Cor. I.2.9, Prop. I.2.11]. 
4.1.8. As an example and in view of later applications we give a more concrete description
of the groups {U (e)x0 }e≥0. The stabilizer P{x0} in G of the vertex x0 is a special, good,
maximal compact open subgroup of G ([13, 3.5]). We let G be the connected reductive
oL-group scheme with generic fibre G associated with the special vertex x0 ([46, 3.4], [12,
4.6.22]). Its group of oL-valued points G(oL) can be identified with P{x0}. For e ≥ 0 we
therefore have in P{x0} the normal subgroup G(̟
e) := ker (G(oL)→ G(oL/̟eoL)).
Now the concave function f{x0} vanishes identically whence f
∗
{x0}
has constant value 0+.
Thus,
Uα,f∗
{x0}
(α)+e = ∪s>0{a ∈ L : vL(a) ≥ e+ s} = ̟e+1oL
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for any e ≥ 0. By (4.1.7 (i)) and the definition of T (e) we therefore have a canonical
isomorphism U
(e)
x0
∼=−→ G(̟e+1) for any e ≥ 0.
4.2. The Schneider-Stuhler construction. We now review the construction of a cer-
tain ‘localization’ functor constructed by P. Schneider and U. Stuhler in [45, IV.1]. In
fact, there will be a functor for each ’level’ e ≥ 0. Following loc.cit., we will suppress
this dependence in our notation. In [45] only complex representations are considered.
However, all results remain true over our characteristic zero field K ([47]).
4.2.1. Recall that a smooth representation V of G is a K-vector space V together with
a linear action of G such that the stabilizer of each vector is open in G. A morphism
between two such representations is simply a K-linear G-equivariant map.
Now let us fix an integer e ≥ 0 and let V be a smooth representation. For any subgroup
U ⊆ G we have the K-vector space
VU := maximal quotient of V on which the U − action is trivial
of U -coinvariants of V . For any open subset Ω ⊆ B we let
V
≈
(Ω) := K−vector space of all maps s : Ω→
⋃˙
z∈Ω
V
U
(e)
z
such that
- s(z) ∈ V
U
(e)
z
for all z ∈ Ω,
- there is an open covering Ω = ∪i∈IΩi and vectors vi ∈ V with
s(z) = class of vi ∈ VU (e)z
for any z ∈ Ωi and i ∈ I.
We summarize some properties of this construction in the following proposition. Recall
that a sheaf on a polysimplicial space is called constructible if its restriction to a given
geometric polysimplex is a constant sheaf ([26, 8.1]).
Proposition 4.2.2. (i) The correspondance Ω 7→ V
≈
(Ω) is a sheaf of K-vector spaces,
(ii) for any z ∈ B the stalk of the sheaf V
≈
at z equals (V
≈
)z = VU (e)z ,
(iiI) V
≈
is a constructible sheaf whose restriction to any facet F of B is constant with
value V
U
(e)
F
,
(iv) the correspondance V 7→ V
≈
is an exact functor from smooth G-representations to
sheaves of K-vector spaces on B.
Proof. (i) follows from the local nature of the preceding definition. (ii) and (iii) is [45,
Lem. IV.1.1]. (iv) follows from (ii) because of char(K) = 0. 
We recall that the smooth representation V is called admissible if the H-invariants V H
form a finite dimensional K-vector space for any compact open subgroup H of G. In this
situation the natural projection map V → VH induces a linear isomorphism V H
∼=−→ VH .
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For an admissible representation V we may therefore deduce from (4.2.2 (ii)) that the
stalks of V
≈
are finite dimensional K-vector spaces.
We emphasize again that the functor V 7→ V
≈
depends on the level e ≥ 0.
4.3. p-valuations on certain stabilizer subgroups. We keep the notations from the
preceding paragraph and define certain p-valuations on the groups U
(e)
F . However, for the
rest of this section we assume L = Qp.
Lemma 4.3.1. Let F be a facet in B and e, e′ ≥ 0. The commutator group (U (e)F , U (e
′)
F )
satisfies
(U
(e)
F , U
(e′)
F ) ⊆ U (e+e
′)
F .
Proof. Choosing a facet F ′ in A and an element g ∈ G such that F ′ = gF we may assume
that F lies in A. Define a function hF : Φ ∪ {0} → R˜ via hF |Φ := f ∗F and hF (0) := 0+.
Then g := hF + e and f := hF + e
′ are concave functions in the sense of [11, Def. 6.4.3].
Consider the function h : Φ ∪ {0} → R˜ ∪ {−∞} defined as
h(a) := inf{
∑
i
f(ai) +
∑
j
g(bj)}
where the infimum is taken over the set of pairs of finite nonempty sets (ai) and (bj) of
elements in Φ ∪ {0} such that a = ∑i ai +∑j bj . Using that the functions f and g are
concave one finds
hF (a) + e+ e
′ ≤ h(a)
for any a ∈ Φ∪ {0}. By loc.cit., Prop. 6.4.44, the function h is therefore concave and has
the property
(Uf , Ug) ⊆ Uh ⊆ UhF+e+e′.
Here, the groups involved are defined completely analogous to (4.1.3) (cf. loc.cit., Def.
6.4.42). It remains to observe that UhF+a = U
(a)
F for any integer a ≥ 0 ([45, p. 21]). 
Let l be the rank of the torus T. By construction of T any trivialization T ≃ (Gm)l
yields an identification T ≃ (Gm/oL)l which makes the structure of the topological groups
T (e), e ≥ 0 explicit. Moreover, we assume in the following e ≥ 2. For each g ∈ U (e)F \ {1}
let
ω
(e)
F (g) := sup{n ≥ 0 : g ∈ U (n)F }.
The following corollary is essentially due to H. Frommer ([20, 1.3, proof of Prop. 6]). For
sake of completeness we include a proof.
Corollary 4.3.2. The function
ω
(e)
F : U
(e)
F \ {1} −→ (1/(p− 1),∞) ⊂ R
is a p-valuation on U
(e)
F .
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Proof. The first axiom (i) is obvious and (ii) follows from the lemma. Let g ∈ U (e)F with
n := ω
(e)
F (g). We claim ω
(e)
F (g
p) = n + 1. The root space decomposition (4.1.7)
m : (
∏
α∈Φ−
Uα,f∗
F
(α)+n)× T (n) × (
∏
α∈Φ+
Uα,f∗
F
(α)+n)
∼=−→ U (n)F
is in an obvious sense compatible with variation of the level n. If g ∈ T (n) the claim is
immediate. The same is true if g ∈ Uα,f∗
F
(α)+n for some α ∈ Φ: indeed the filtration of Uα
is induced by the p-adic valuation on Qp via xα : Qp ≃ Uα. In general letm(h1, ..., hd) = g.
By what we have just said there is 1 ≤ i ≤ d such that ω(e)(hpi ) = n+1 and ω(e)(hpj) ≥ n+1
for all j 6= i. Furthermore, hp1 · · · hpdg′ = gp where g′ ∈ (U (n)F , U (n)F ) ⊆ U (2n)F . Since n ≥ 2
we have 2n ≥ n+2 and hence gp ∈ U (n+1)F . If gp ∈ U (n+2)F then hp1 · · ·hpd = gpg′−1 ∈ U (n+2)F
which contradicts the existence of hi. Hence ω
(e)(gp) = n+1 which verifies axiom (iii). 
4.3.3. For a given root α ∈ Φ let uα be a topological generator for the group Uα,f∗
F
(α)+e.
Let t1, ..., tl be topological generators for the group T
(e). In the light of the decomposition
of (4.1.7 (i)) it is rather obvious that the set
{uα}α∈Φ− ∪ {ti}i=1,...,l ∪ {uα}α∈Φ+
arranged in the order suggested by loc.cit. is an ordered basis for the p-valued group
(U
(e)
F , ω
(e)
F ). Of course, ω
(e)
F (h) = e for any element h of this ordered basis.
For technical reasons we will work in the following with the slightly simpler p-valuations
ω˚
(e)
F := ω
(e)
F − (e− 1)
satisfying ω˚
(e)
F (h) = 1 for any element h of the above ordered basis. If z ∈ B lies in the
facet F ⊂ B we write ω˚(e)z for ω˚(e)F .
Remark: The tangent map at 1 ∈ G corresponding to the p-power map equals multiplica-
tion by p and thus, is an isomorphism. It follows from (4.1.7 (ii)) that there is e(F ) ≥ 2
such that the p-power map is invertible on U
(e)
F for all e ≥ e(F ). In this case, U (e)F is ob-
viously p-saturated (cf. 2.2.1) and therefore a uniform pro-p group (apply remark before
Lemma 4.4 in [43] to ω˚
(e)
F and use p 6= 2). Since any facet in B is conjugated to a facet
in C we deduce from (4.1.6) that there is a number euni ≥ 2 such that all the groups U (e)F
for F ⊂ B are uniform pro-p groups whenever e ≥ euni. In this situation [24, Prop. A1],
asserts that the subgroups
U
(e)
F ⊃ U (e+1)F ⊃ U (e+2)F ...
form the lower p-series of the group U
(e)
F .
We may apply the discussion of (2.1) to (U
(e)
F , ω˚
(e)
F ) and the above ordered basis to obtain
a family of norms ||.||r, r ∈ [1/p, 1) on D(U (e)F , K) with completions Dr(U (e)F , K) being
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K-Banach algebras. For facets F, F ′ in B such that F ′ ⊆ F we shall need a certain
‘gluing’ lemma for these algebras.
Lemma 4.3.4. Let F, F ′ be two facets in B such that F ′ ⊆ F . The inclusion U (e)F ′ ⊆ U (e)F
extends to a norm-decreasing algebra homomorphism
σF
′F
r : Dr(U
(e)
F ′ , K) −→ Dr(U (e)F , K).
Moreover,
(i) σFFr = id,
(ii) σF
′F
r ◦ σF ′′F ′r = σF ′′Fr if F ′′ is a third facet in B with F ′′ ⊆ F ′.
Finally, σF
′F
r restricted to Lie(U
(e)
F ′ ) equals the map Lie(U
(e)
F ′ ) ≃ Lie(U (e)F ) ⊂ Dr(U (e)F , K)
where the first arrow is the canonical Lie algebra isomorphism from [10, III §3.8], .
Proof. By functoriality ([27, 1.1]) of D(·, K) we obtain an algebra homomorphism
σ : D(U
(e)
F ′ , K) −→ D(U (e)F , K).
Let h′1, ..., h
′
d and h1, ..., hd be the ordered bases of U
(e)
F ′ and U
(e)
F respectively. Let b
′
i =
h′i − 1 ∈ Z[U (e)F ′ ] and b′m := b′1m1 · · · b′dmd for m ∈ Nd0. Given an element
λ =
∑
m∈Nd0
dmb
′m ∈ D(U (e)F ′ , K)
we have ||λ||r = supm |dm| ||b′i||r. Because of
||σ(λ)||r ≤ sup
m
|dm|(||σ(b′1)||r)m1 · · · (||σ(b′d)||r)md)
it therefore suffices to prove ||σ(b′i)||r ≤ ||b′i||r for any i. If h′i belongs to the toral part
of the ordered basis of U
(e)
F ′ then σ(b
′
i) = b
′
i and we are done. Let therefore α ∈ Φ and
consider the corresponding elements h′α and hα in the ordered bases of U
(e)
F ′ and U
(e)
F
respectively. By the root space decomposition we have
Uα,f∗
F ′
(α)+e ⊆ Uα,f∗
F
(α)+e = (hα)
Zp.
Let therefore a ∈ Zp such that h′α = (hα)a. Since a change of ordered basis does not affect
the norms in question (cf. 2.2.3) we may assume a = ps for some natural number s ≥ 0.
Then
h′α − 1 = (hα + 1− 1)p
s − 1 =
∑
k=1,...,ps
(
ps
k
)
(hα − 1)k
and therefore
||σ(h′α − 1)||r ≤ max
k=1,...,ps
|
(
ps
k
)
| ||(hα − 1)||kr = max
k=1,...,ps
|
(
ps
k
)
|rk ≤ r = ||h′α − 1||r
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which shows the claim and the existence of σFF
′
r . The properties (i),(ii) follow from
functoriality of D(·, K) by passing to completions. Since U (e)F ′ ⊆ U (e)F is an open immersion
of Lie groups the final statement is clear. 
5. Sheaves on the flag variety and Lie algebra representations
5.1. Differential operators on the flag variety.
5.1.1. Let X denote the variety of Borel subgroups of G. It is a smooth and projective
L-variety. Let OX be its structure sheaf. Let g be the Lie algebra of G. Differentiating
the natural (left) action of G on X yields a homomorphism of Lie algebras
α : g −→ Γ(X, TX)
into the global sections of the tangent sheaf TX = DerL(OX) of X ([15, II §4.4.4]). In
the following we identify an abelian group (algebra, module etc.) with the corresponding
constant sheaf on X . This should not cause any confusion. Letting
g◦ := OX ⊗L g
the map α extends to a morphism ofOX -modules α◦ : g◦ −→ TX .Defining [x, f ] := α(x)(f)
for x ∈ g and a local section f of OX makes g◦ a sheaf of L-Lie algebras1. Then α◦ is a
morphism of L-Lie algebras. We let b◦ := kerα◦, a subalgebra of g◦, and n◦ := [b◦, b◦]
its derived algebra. At a point x ∈ X with residue field k(x) the reduced stalks of the
sheaves b◦ and n◦ equal the Borel subalgebra bx of k(x)⊗L g defined by x and its nilpotent
radical nx ⊂ bx respectively.
Let h denote the abstract Cartan algebra of g ([30, §2]). We view the OX -module OX⊗Lh
as an abelian L-Lie algebra. By definition of h there is a canonical isomorphism of OX -
modules and L-Lie algebras
(5.1.2) b◦/n◦
∼=−→ OX ⊗L h.
Let U(g) be the enveloping algebra of g. The enveloping algebra of the Lie-algebra g◦ has
the underlying OX-module OX⊗LU(g). Its L-algebra of local sections over an open affine
V ⊆ X is the skew enveloping algebra OX(V )#U(g) relative to α : g→ DerL(OX(V )) (in
the sense of sec 3). To emphasize this skew multiplication we follow [8, 3.1.3] and denote
the enveloping algebra of g◦ by
OX#U(g).
5.1.3. To bring in the torus T we choose a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G defined over L
containing T. Let N ⊂ B be the unipotent radical of B and let N− be the unipotent
radical of the Borel subgroup opposite to B. We denote by
q : G −→ G/B = X
1Following [2] we call such a sheaf simply a Lie algebra over X in the sequel. This abuse of language
should not cause confusion.
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the canonical projection.
Let b be the Lie algebra of B and n ⊂ b its nilpotent radical. If t denotes the Lie algebra
of T the map t ⊂ b → b/n ≃ h induces an isomorphism t ≃ h of L-Lie algebras. We
will once and for all identify these two Lie algebras via this isomorphism. Consequently,
(5.1.2) yields a morphism of OX -modules and L-Lie algebras
b◦ −→ b◦/n◦ ∼=−→ OX ⊗L t.
Given a linear form λ ∈ t∗ it extends OX -linearly to the target of this morphism and may
then be pulled-back to b◦. This gives a OX-linear morphism λ◦ : b◦ −→ OX .
5.1.4. Let ρ := 1
2
∑
α∈Φ+ α. Given χ ∈ t∗ we put λ := χ−ρ. Denote by Iχ the right ideal
sheaf of OX#U(g) generated by ker λ◦, i.e. by the expressions
ξ − λ◦(ξ)
with ξ a local section of b◦ ⊂ g◦ ⊂ OX#U(g). It is a two-sided ideal and we let
Dχ := (OX#U(g))/Iχ
be the quotient sheaf. This is a sheaf of noncommutative L-algebras on X endowed with
a natural algebra morphism U(g)→ Γ(X,Dχ) induced by x 7→ 1⊗ x for x ∈ U(g). On the
other hand Dχ is an OX -module through the (injective) L-algebra morphism OX → Dχ
induced by f 7→ f ⊗ 1. This allows to define the full subcategory Mqc(Dχ) of the (left)
Dχ-modules consisting of modules which are quasi-coherent as OX-modules. It is abelian.
5.1.5. For future reference we briefly discuss a refinement of the above construction of
the sheaf Dχ. The right ideal of OX#U(g) generated by n◦ is a two-sided ideal and,
following [30, §3] we let
Dt := (OX#U(g))/n◦(OX#U(g))
be the quotient sheaf. We have the open subscheme U1 := q(N
−) of X . Choose a
representative w˙ ∈ G for every w ∈ W with 1˙ = 1. The translates Uw := w˙U1 for
all w ∈ W form a Zariski covering of X . Let n− be the Lie algebra of N− and put
n−,w := Ad(w˙)(n−) for any w ∈ W .
For any w ∈ W there are obvious canonical maps from OX(Uw), U(n−,w) and U(t) to
OX(Uw)#U(g) and therefore to Dt(Uw). According to [31, Lem. C.1.3] they induce a
K-algebra isomorphism
(5.1.6) (OX(Uw)#U(n−,w))⊗L U(t)
∼=−→ Dt(Uw).
Note here that N− = A
|Φ−|
L implies that the skew enveloping algebra OX(Uw)#U(n−,w) is
equal to the usual algebra of differential operators DX(Uw) on the translated affine space
Uw = w˙U1.
The above discussion implies that the canonical homomorphism
U(t) 7→ OX#U(g), x 7→ 1⊗ x
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induces a central embedding U(t) →֒ Dt. In particular, the sheaf (ker λ)Dt is a two-sided
ideal in Dt. According to the discussion before Thm. 3.2 in [30], p. 138, the canonical
map Dt → Dχ coming from n◦ ⊂ ker λ◦ induces
Dt ⊗U(t) Lλ = Dt/(ker λ)Dt
∼=−→ Dχ,
an isomorphism of sheaves of K-algebras.
Remark: According to the above we may view the formation of the sheaf Dχ as a two-step
process. In a first step on constructs the sheaf Dt whose sections over the Weyl translates
of the big cell U1 are explicitly computable. Secondly, one performs a central reduction
Dt ⊗U(t) Lλ via the chosen character λ = χ− ρ. This point of view will be useful in later
investigations.
5.2. The Beilinson-Bernstein localization theorem.
5.2.1. We recall some notions related to the classical Harish-Chandra isomorphism. To
begin with let S(t) be the symmetric algebra of t and let S(t)W be the subalgebra of Weyl
invariants. Let Z(g) be the center of the universal enveloping algebra U(g) of g. The
classical Harish-Chandra map is an algebra isomorphism Z(g)
∼=−→ S(t)W relating central
characters and highest weights of irreducible highest weight g-modules in a meaningful
way ([16, 7.4]). Given a linear form χ ∈ t∗ we let
σ(χ) : Z(g)→ L
denote the central character associated with χ via the Harish-Chandra map. Recall that
χ ∈ t∗ is called dominant if χ(αˇ) /∈ {−1,−2, ...} for any coroot αˇ with α ∈ Φ+. It is called
regular if w(χ) 6= χ for any w ∈ W with w 6= 1.
Let θ := σ(χ) and put U(g)θ := U(g)⊗Z(g),θ L for the corresponding central reduction.
Theorem 5.2.2. (Beilinson/Bernstein)
(i) The algebra morphism U(g)→ Γ(X,Dχ) induces an isomorphism U(g)θ ≃ Γ(X,Dχ).
(ii) If χ is dominant and regular the functor M 7→ Dχ ⊗U(g)θ M is an equivalence of
categories between the (left) U(g)θ-modules and Mqc(Dχ).
(iii) Let M be a U(g)θ-module. The reduced stalk of the sheaf Dχ ⊗U(g)θ M at a point
x ∈ X equals the λ-coinvariants of the h-module (k(x)⊗L M)/nx(k(x)⊗L M).
Proof. This is the main theorem of [2]. 
Remarks:
(i) In [2] the theorem is proved under the assumption that the base field is alge-
braically closed. However, all proofs of loc. cit. go through over an arbitrary
characteristic zero field in the case where the g is split over the base field. In the
following, this is the only case we shall require.
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(ii) If λ := χ − ρ ∈ X∗(T) ⊂ t∗ and if O(λ) denotes the associated invertible sheaf
on X then Dχ can be identified with the sheaf of differential endomorphisms of
O(λ) ([30, p. 138]). It is therefore a twisted sheaf of differential operators on X
in the sense of [2, §1]. In particular, if χ = ρ the map α◦ induces an isomorphism
Dρ
∼=−→ DX with the usual sheaf of differential operators on X ([22, §16.8]). In
this case, Mqc(Dχ) equals therefore the usual category of algebraic D-modules on
X in the sense of [9].
6. Berkovich analytifications
6.1. Differential operators on the analytic flag variety.
6.1.1. For the theory of Berkovich analytic spaces we refer to [3], [4]. We keep the
notations introduced in the preceding section. In particular, X denotes the variety of
Borel subgroups of G. Being a scheme of finite type over L we have an associated
Berkovich analytic space Xan over L ([3, Thm. 3.4.1]). In the preceding section we
recalled a part of the algebraic Beilinson-Bernstein localization theory over X . It admits
the following ‘analytification’ over Xan.
By construction Xan comes equipped with a canonical morphism
π : Xan → X
of locally ringed spaces. Let π∗ be the associated inverse image functor from OX -modules
to OXan-modules. Here OXan denotes the structure sheaf of the locally ringed space Xan.
As with any morphism of locally ringed spaces we have the sheaf
TXan := DerL(OXan)
of L-derivations of OXan ([22, 16.5.4]). By definition Γ(Xan, TXan) = DerL(OXan). Since
Xan is smooth over L the results of [4, 3.3/3.5] imply that the stalk of this sheaf at a
point x ∈ Xan equals TXan,x = DerL(OXan,x).
Let Gan denote the analytic space associated to the variety G and let πG : G
an → G
be the canonical morphism. The space G is a group object in the category of L-analytic
spaces (a L-analytic group in the terminology of [3, 5.1]). The unit sections of G and Gan
correspond via πG which allows us to canonically identify the Lie algebra of G
an with g
(loc.cit., Thm. 3.4.1 (ii)). By functoriality the group Gan acts on Xan. The following
result is proved as in the scheme case.
Lemma 6.1.2. The group action induces a Lie algebra homomorphism
g→ Γ(Xan, TXan).
We define
g◦,an := OanX ⊗L g = ρ∗(g◦).
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The preceding lemma allows on the one hand, to define a structure of L-Lie algebra on
g◦,an. Its enveloping algebra will be denoted by OXan#U(g). On the other hand, the map
from the lemma extends to a OanX -linear morphism of L-Lie algebras
(6.1.3) α◦,an : g◦,an −→ TXan .
As in the algebraic case we put b◦,an := kerα◦,an and n◦,an := [b◦,an, b◦,an]. Again, we
obtain a morphism b◦,an → OXan ⊗L t. Given χ ∈ t∗ and λ := χ − ρ we denote by Ian
resp. Ianχ the right ideal sheaf of OXan#U(g) generated by n◦,an resp. ker λ◦,an where
λ◦,an equals the OanX -linear form of b◦,an induced by λ. These are two-sided ideals. We let
Dant := (OanX #U(g))/Ian and Danχ := (OanX #U(g))/Ianχ
be the quotient sheaves. We view Danχ as a sheaf of twisted differential operators on Xan.
All these constructions are compatible with their algebraic counterparts via the functor
π∗. For example, using the fact that π∗(TX) = TXan it follows from the above proof that
α◦,an = π∗(α◦). Moreover, all that has been said in sec. 5 on the relation between the
sheaves Dt and Dχ remains true for its analytifications. In particular, Danχ is a central
reduction of Dant via the character λ : U(t)→ L:
(6.1.4) Dant /(ker λ)Dant
∼=−→ Danχ .
6.2. The Berkovich embedding and analytic stalks. Recall our chosen Borel sub-
group B ⊂ G containing T and the quotient morphism q : G→ G/B = X. We will make
heavy use of the following result of V. Berkovich which was taken up and generalized in
a conceptual way in [36]. Let η ∈ X be the generic point of X .
Theorem 6.2.1. (Berkovich,Remy/Thuillier/Werner) There exists a G-equivariant in-
jective map
ϑB : B −→ Xan
which is a homeomorphism onto its image. The latter is a locally closed subspace of Xan
contained in the preimage π−1(η) of the generic point of X.
Proof. This is [3, 5.5.1]. We sketch the construction in the language of [36]. The map is
constructed in three steps. First one attaches to any point z ∈ B an L-affinoid subgroup
Gz of G
an whose rational points coincide with the stabilizer of z in G. In a second step
one attaches to Gz the unique point in its Shilov boundary (the sup-norm on Gz) which
defines a map ϑ : B → Gan. In a final step one composes this map with the analytification
of the orbit map G→ X, g 7→ g.B. The last assertion follows from the next lemma. 
Lemma 6.2.2. Let z ∈ B. The local rings OXan,ϑB(z) and OX,pi(ϑB(z)) are fields. In
particular, π(ϑB(z))) = η, the generic point of X.
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Proof. The surjective orbit map Gan → Xan restricted to the affinoid subdomain Gz ⊂
Gan induces an injective local homomorphism on local rings. However, the point z ∈ Gz
corresponds to a norm on the affinoid algebra of Gz whence the local ring OGz ,ϑ(z) is a
field. Hence, OXan,ϑB(z) is a field. Since π induces a faithfully flat (and hence injective)
local homomorphism on local rings, OX,pi(ϑB(z)) has to be a field, too.

Since Xan is compact the closure of the image of ϑB in X
an is a compactification of B
(loc.cit., Remark 3.31). It is called the Berkovich compactification of B of type ∅ (loc.cit.,
Def. 3.30). We will in the following often identify B with its image under ϑB and hence,
view B as a locally closed subspace of Xan.
6.2.3. By [4, 1.5] the space Xan is a good analytic space (in the sense of loc.cit., Rem.
1.2.16) which means any point of Xan lies in the topological interior of an affinoid domain.
In particular, given x ∈ Xan the stalk OXan,x may be written as
OXan,x = lim−→
x∈V
AV
where the inductive limit ranges over the affinoid neighbourhoods V of x and where AV
denotes the associated affinoid algebra. As usual a subset of neighbourhoods of x will
be called cofinal if it is cofinal in the directed partially ordered set of all neighbourhoods
of x. If V is an affinoid neighbourhood of x, the corresponding affinoid algebra AV
has its Banach topology. We endow OXan,x with the locally convex final topology ([40,
§5.E]) arising from the above inductive limit. This topology makes OXan,x a topological
L-algebra. We need another, rather technical, property of this topology.
Lemma 6.2.4. Let x ∈ Xan. There is a sequence V1 ⊃ V2 ⊃ V3... of irreducible reduced
strictly affinoid neighbourhoods of x which is cofinal and has the property: the homomor-
phism of affinoid algebras AVi → AVi+1 associated with the inclusion Vi+1 ⊂ Vi is flat and
an injective compact linear map between Banach spaces. In partiuclar, the stalk OXan,x is
a vector space of compact type.
Proof. Being an analytification the analytic space Xan is closed (in the sense of [3, p.
49]). Since the valuation on L is nontrivial it is therefore strictly k-analytic (loc.cit.,
Prop. 3.1.2) . Let V be a strictly affinoid neighbourhood of x in Xan so that x lies in the
topological interior of V . In the following we will use basic results on the relative interior
Int(Y/Z) of an analytic morphism Y → Z (loc.cit., 2.5/3.1). As usual we write Int(Y )
in case of the structure morphism Y → M (L). Since Xan is closed we have by definition
Int(Xan) = Xan. Moreover, loc.cit., Prop. 3.1.3 (ii) implies Int(V ) = Int(V/Xan). By part
(i) of the same proposition the topological interior of V is equal to Int(V/Xan) and, thus,
x ∈ Int(V ). Now the residue field of L being finite there is a countable basis {Wn}n∈N of
neighbourhoods of x consisting of strictly affinoid subdomains (even Laurent domains) of
V ([3, Prop. 3.2.9]). By smoothness of Xan the local ring OXan,x is noetherian regular
and hence an integral domain. We may therefore assume that all Wn are reduced and
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irreducible (loc.cit., last sentence of 2.3). Consider V1 := Wn1 for some n1 ∈ N. As
we have just seen x ∈ Int(V1). Since Int(V1) is an open neighbourhood of x there is
n2 > n1 such that Wn2 ⊆ Int(V1). We put V2 := Wn2 and repeat the above argument
with V1 replaced by V2. In this way we find a cofinal sequence V1 ⊃ V2 ⊃ V3... of strictly
irreducible reduced affinoid neighbourhoods of x with the property Int(Vi) ⊇ Vi+1 for
all i ≥ 1. According to loc.cit., Prop. 2.5.9 the bounded homomorphism of L-Banach
algebras AVi → AVi+1 associated with the inclusion Vi+1 ⊂ Vi is inner with respect to L
(in the sense of loc.cit., Def. 2.5.1). The arguments in [19, Prop. 2.1.16] now show that
AVi → AVi+1 is a compact linear map between Banach spaces. Finally, this latter map
is injective because Vi is irreducible and Vi+1 contains a nonempty open subset of Vi. It
is also flat since, by construction, Vi+1 is an affinoid subdomain of Vi ([3, Prop. 2.2.4
(ii)]). 
For the rest of this section we will assume L = Qp. Let z ∈ B ⊂ Xan be a point. For any
e ≥ 0 the group U (e)z ⊆ P{z} fixes the point z. Suppose V is an affinoid neighbourhood of
z which is U
(e)
z -stable. Since the U
(e)
z -action on Xan comes from the algebraic action of
G on the variety X the induced action
U (e)z −→ GL(AV )
is a locally analytic U
(e)
z -representation. By section 3 the completed skew group ring
AV ⊗ˆLD(U (e)z , K) exists. We shall need a more refined version of this fact.
Lemma 6.2.5. There exists a number e0 ≥ 0 with the following property. For any point
z ∈ B, viewed as a point in Xan, the distinguished sequence of affinoid neighbourhoods
{Vn}n of z described in the preceding lemma may be chosen in such a way that each Vn is
U
(e0)
z -stable.
Proof. Recall our fundamental chamber C in the Coxeter complex A. Let F be a facet
contained in C and z ∈ F a point. It suffices to establish the following assertion: there
exists a number e(F ) ≥ 0 and a sequence of affinoid neighbourhoods {Vn}n of z as in the
preceding lemma such that each Vn is U
(e)
z -stable. Indeed, since any facet in B is a G-
conjugate of some F ⊆ C and since we have (4.1.6) we may take e0 := maxF⊆C e(F ). So
let us prove the assertion. By construction of the sequence {Vn}n in the preceding lemma
it suffices to show that there is e(F ) ≥ 0 and a cofinal system of affinoid neighbourhoods
of z which are U
(e)
z -stable for all e ≥ e(F ). To do this let V be an arbitrary affinoid
neighbourhood of z. Since X is a compact strictly L-analytic space there is formal scheme
X locally finitely presented over oL with generic fibre X and special fibre Xs and an open
affine subscheme Y ⊂ Xs such that V = sp−1(Y). Here sp : X → Xs is the specialization
map associated to X. Consider the connected smooth oL-group scheme G associated to
the (hyper-)special point x0 (cf. 4.1.8) and a Borel subgroup scheme B ⊂ G with generic
fibre B. Making V smaller if necessary, we may assume that X is a formal admissible
blow-up of the formal completion X0 of the oL-scheme G/B along its special fibre. It
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is now easy to see that the algebraic G-action on G/B induces, for n sufficiently large,
an action of G(̟n) on the formal scheme X stabilizing Xs pointwise. The map sp is
equivariant with respect to this action whence G(̟n) stabilizes V . We now let e(F ) be
any number such that U
(e(F ))
z ⊆ P{x0} (Prop. 4.1.7 (ii)). Let t1 = 1, ..., tm be a system of
representatives in U
(e)
z for the finite group U
(e)
z /(U
(e)
z ∩ G(̟n)). Since Xan is separated
W := ∩itiV is an affinoid U (e)z -stable neighbourhood of z contained in V . 
6.3. A structure sheaf on the building.
6.3.1. To be able to compare the localization of Schneider-Stuhler and Beilinson-Bernstein
we equip the topological space B with a sheaf of commutative and topological L-algebras.
Recall that OXan is naturally a sheaf of locally convex algebras. We consider the exact
functor ϑ−1
B
from abelian sheaves on Xan to abelian sheaves on B given by restriction
along ϑB : B →֒ Xan. Let
OB := ϑ−1B (OXan).
Given an open set Ω ⊆ B we have the canonical map lim−→U OXan(U) → OB(Ω) where U
runs through the open subsets of Xan containing Ω. The source has the locally convex
inductive limit topology and the target receives the final locally convex topology. We
point out that the stalk OB,z = OXan,z for any point z ∈ B is in fact a field (Lem. 6.2.2).
We have the following properties of ϑ−1
B
:
(1) ϑ−1
B
preserves (commutative) rings, L-algebras, L-Lie algebras and G-equivariance,
(2) ϑ−1
B
maps OXan-modules into OB-modules,
(3) ϑ−1
B
induces a Lie algebra homomorphism DerL(OXan)→ DerL(OB),
(4) OB is a sheaf of locally convex L-algebras and the stalk OB,z is of compact type
with a defining system of U
(e0)
z -stable Banach algebras for all z ∈ B.
Composing the map g → DerL(OXan) from (Lem. 6.1.2) with (4) yields a Lie algebra
homomorphism g → DerL(OB) and the associated skew enveloping algebra OB#U(g).
By (1),(2) we have the L-Lie algebras and OB-modules n◦,anB := ϑ−1B (n◦,an) and b◦,anB :=
ϑ−1
B
(b◦,an). Similarly,
λ◦,an
B
:= ϑ−1
B
(λ◦,an) : b◦,an
B
−→ OB
is a morphism of L-Lie algebras and OB-modules. Let IanB,t resp. IanB,χ be the right ideal
sheaf of OB#U(g) generated by n◦,anB resp. ker(λ◦,anB ). One checks that these are two-sided
ideals. We let
Dan
B,t := (OB#U(g))/IanB,t and DanB,χ := (OB#U(g))/IanB,χ.
Note that by exactness of ϑ−1
B
we have
Dan
B,t = ϑ
−1
B
(Dant ) and DanB,χ = ϑ−1B (Danχ ).
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6.3.2. The sheaf Dan
B,χ of twisted differential operators on B is formed with respect to
the Lie algebra action of g on the ambient space B ⊂ Xan. In an attempt to keep track
of the whole analytic G-action on Xan we will produce in the following a natural injective
morphism of sheaves of algebras
DanB,χ −→ Dr,χ
with target a sheaf of what we tentatively call twisted distribution operators on B. Ac-
tually, there will be one such sheaf for each ‘radius’ r ∈ [r0, 1) in pQ and each sufficiently
large ’level’ e > 0. Again following [45] we suppress the dependence on the level in our
the notation.
6.4. Mahler series and completed skew group rings.
6.4.1. Suppose for a moment that A is an arbitrary L-Banach algebra. Since Qp ⊂
A the completely valued Zp-module (A, |.|) is saturated in the sense of [28, I.2.2.10].
Consequently, we have the theory of Mahler expansions over A at our disposal (loc.cit.,
III.1.2.4 and III.1.3.9). In this situation we prove a version of the well-known relation
between decay of Mahler coefficients and overconvergence.
Proposition 6.4.2. Let f =
∑
α∈Nd0
aαx
α be a d-variable power series over A converging on
the disc |xi| ≤ R for some R > 1. Let c > 0 be a constant such that |aα| ≤ cR−|α| for all
α. Let
f(·) =
∑
α∈Nd0
cα
( ·
α
)
,
cα ∈ A, be the Mahler series expansion of f . Then |cα| ≤ cs|α| for all α where s = r1R−1
with r1 = p
−1
p−1 .
Proof. We prove the lemma in case d = 1. The general case follows along the same lines
but with more notation. We define the following series of polynomials over Z
(x)0 = 1, ..., (x)k = x(x− 1) · · · (x− k + 1)
for k ≥ 1. The Z-module Z[x] has the Z-bases {xk}k≥0 and {(x)k}k≥0 and the transition
matrices are unipotent upper triangular. We may therefore write
(6.4.3) xn =
∑
k=0,...,n
s(n, k)(x)k
with s(n, k) ∈ Z. Put bk := ck/k!. Then∑
k≥0
ck
(
x
k
)
=
∑
k≥0
bk(x)k
is a uniform limit of continuous functions (even polynomials) on Zp (cf. [37, Thm. VI.4.7]).
We now proceed as in (the proof of) [49, Prop. 5.8]. Fix i ≥ 1 and write∑
n≤i
anx
n =
∑
k≤i
bk,i(x)k
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as polynomials over A with some elements bk,i ∈ A. Inserting (6.4.3) and comparing
coefficients yields bk,i =
∑
k≤n≤i ans(n, k) and consequently,
|bk,i| ≤ max
k≤n≤i
|an| ≤ max
k≤n≤i
(cR−n) ≤ cR−k
since R−1 < 1. We easily deduce from this that {bk,i}i≥0 is a Cauchy sequence in the
Banach space A. Let b˜k be its limit. Clearly, |b˜k| ≤ cR−k. Put c˜k := k! · b˜k. Since
|k!| ≤ (r1)k we obtain |c˜k| ≤ c(r1R−1)k = csk for all k. By definition of b˜k the series of
polynomials ∑
k≥0
c˜k
(
x
k
)
=
∑
k≥0
b˜k(x)k
converges pointwise to the limit
lim
i→∞
∑
k≤i
bk,i(x)k = lim
i→∞
∑
n≤i
anx
n = f(x).
By [37, IV.2.3, p. 173] this convergence is uniform and so uniqueness of Mahler expansions
implies c˜k = ck for all k. This proves the lemma. 
We let e1 be the smallest integer strictly bigger than
e(L/Qp)
p−1
. Recall that the usual loga-
rithm series log(1 +X) = X − X2
2
+ X
3
3
... provides an isomorphism of topological groups
1 + (̟LoL)
e
∼=−→ (̟LoL)e whenever e ≥ e1 ([33, Prop. 5.5]).
Recall that a special analytic subdomain V ⊂ Xan is a finite union over affinoid subdo-
mains and has an associated Banach algebra AV ([3, Cor. 2.2.6]).
Corollary 6.4.4. Let L = Qp and z ∈ B. Consider a U (e−1)z -stable special analytic domain
V of Xan for e > e1. The locally analytic representation ρ : U
(e)
z → GL(AV ) satisfies the
assumption (⋆) of section 3 for any r ∈ [r0, 1).
Proof. Let δ ∈ Dr(U (e)z , L) and f ∈ AV . Let ρ(e)f : g 7→ g.f be the orbit map of f . In
particular, (g.f)(x) = f(g−1x) for any x ∈ V . The map ρ(e)f is a AV -valued locally analytic
function on U
(e)
z . The ordered basis (h1, ..., hd) of the p−valuation on U (e)z determines a
global chart U
(e)
z ≃ (Zp)d. We have the theory of Mahler expansions over AV at our
disposal. The function ρ
(e)
f , viewed as a function on (Zp)
d, is locally analytic and hence,
its Mahler expansion
ρ
(e)
f (·) =
∑
α∈Nd0
cf,α
( ·
α
)
,
cf,α ∈ AV has the property (*): |cf,α|V ≤ cs|α| for some constant c > 0 and some real
number 0 < s < 1.
Now V is also stable under the larger group U
(e−1)
z and we may apply the above discussion
to the triple (f, U
(e−1)
z , V ). The function ρ
(e)
f equals the restriction of ρ
(e−1)
f to U
(e)
z ⊆
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U
(e−1)
z . We see that the Mahler series of ρ
(e)
f can be expanded in a power series converging
on the disc of radius p. The preceding lemma applied to R = p implies that the Mahler
coefficients cf,α of ρ
(e)
f satisfy the property (*) for
s = r1p
−1 = p
−1
p−1
−1 = p
−p
p−1 < p−1 = r0.
Let us fix such a number s. We may expand δ into a series δ =
∑
α∈Nd0
dαb
α with dα ∈ L
such that |dα|r|α| → 0. Since s ≤ r the sum
(6.4.5) δ.f := δ(ρ
(e)
f ) :=
∑
α∈Nd0
dαcf,α
converges in the Banach space AV according to (∗). The map (δ, f) 7→ δ.f makes AV
a topological module over Dr(U
(e)
z , L) in a way compatible with the map D(U
(e)
z ) →
Dr(U
(e)
z ). 
Until the end of this section we will assume L = Qp, e > max(e0, e1) and r ∈ [r0, 1).
Proposition 6.4.6. Let z ∈ B. Then the stalk OB,z may be written as an inductive limit
over U
(e)
z -stable Banach algebras AV with the property: the completed skew group rings
AV#Dr(U (e)z , K) and OB,z#Dr(U (e)z , K) exist and the natural map
lim−→
V
(AV#Dr(U (e)z , K))
∼=−→ OB,z#Dr(U (e)z , K)
is an isomorphism of topological K-algebras.
Proof. This follows from section 3 together with the above results. 
The following corollary is immediate and recorded only for future reference.
Corollary 6.4.7. Keep the assumptions and notations. Let ιz be the natural map AV →
OB,z sending a function to its germ at z. The map ιz⊗ˆLid is an algebra homomorphism
AV#Dr(U (e)z , K) −→ OB,z#Dr(U (e)z , K).
Corollary 6.4.8. Keep the assumptions and notations. The inclusions L[U
(e)
z ] ⊆ Dr(U (e)z , K)
and U(g)K ⊆ Dr(U (e)z , K) induce algebra homomorphisms
(i) AV#U (e)z = AV ⊗L L[U (e)z ] −→ AV#Dr(U (e)z , K),
(ii) AV#U(g)K −→ AV#Dr(U (e)z , K).
Varying V these maps assemble to algebra homomorphisms
(i) OB,z#U (e)z = OB,z ⊗L L[U (e)z ] −→ OB,z#Dr(U (e)z , K),
(ii) OB,z#U(g)K −→ OB,z#Dr(U (e)z , K).
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Proof. Consider the case of AV . The map (i) follows from (3.2.4). The same is true for
the map (ii) once we convince ourselves that there is a commutative diagram of algebra
homomorphisms
U(g)
⊆

α◦,an
// EndL(AV )
Id

Dr(U
(e)
z , L) // EndL(AV )
where the upper horizontal arrow is derived from (6.1.3) and the lower horizontal arrow
describes the Dr(U
(e)
z , L)-module structure of AV as given by (Cor. 6.4.4). Restricting
the lower horizontal arrow to g amounts to differentiate the locally analytic U
(e)
z -action
on OB,z. This action comes from the algebraic action of G on X . The diagram commutes
by the remark following (Lem. 6.1.2). Having settled the case AV the case of OB,z now
follows by passage to the inductive limit. 
As a result of this discussion we have associated to each point z ∈ B ⊂ Xan a (noncommu-
tative) topological K-algebra, namely the completed skew group ring OB,z#Dr(U (e)z , K).
As we have seen it comes together with an injective algebra homomorphism
(6.4.9) OB,z#U(g)K →֒ OB,z#Dr(U (e)z , K).
In the next section we will sheafify this situation and obtain a sheaf of noncommutative
K-algebras OB#Dr on B together with an injective morphism of sheaves of algebras
OB#U(g)K →֒ OB#Dr
inducing the map (6.4.9) at all points z ∈ B.
To do this we shall need a simple ‘gluing property’ of the algebras OB,z#Dr(U (e)z , K).
Lemma 6.4.10. Let F, F ′ be facets in B such that F ′ ⊆ F and let σF ′Fr : Dr(U (e)F ′ , K) →
Dr(U
(e)
F , K) be the corresponding algebra homomorphism. Suppose V and V
′ are two
special analytic domains stable under U
(e)
F and U
(e)
F ′ respectively. If V ⊆ V ′ the map
resV
′
V ⊗ˆσF ′Fr is an algebra homomorphism
resV
′
V ⊗ˆσF
′F
r : AV ′#Dr(U (e)F ′ , K) −→ AV#Dr(U (e)F , K).
Proof. Since the map σF
′F
r is induced from the inclusion U
(e)
F ′ ⊆ U (e)F there is a commutative
diagram
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Dr(U
(e)
F ′ , K)×AV ′
σF
′F
r ×res

// AV ′
res

Dr(U
(e)
F , K)×AV // AV
.
where the horizontal arrows describe the module structures ofAV ′ andAV overDr(U (e)F ′ , K)
and Dr(U
(e)
F , K) respectively (Lem. 6.4.4). The assertion follows now from the construc-
tion of the skew multiplication of the source and target of resV
′
V ⊗ˆσF ′Fr (cf. sec. 3). 
7. A Sheaf of ’distribution operators’ on the building
In this section we keep our assumptions, i.e. we assume L = Qp, e > max(e0, e1) and
r ∈ [r0, 1). Moreover, we will assume that e ≥ euni so that all groups U (e)z will be uniform
pro-p groups (4.3.3). We will work from now on exclusively over the coefficient field K. To
ease notation we will therefore drop this coefficient field from the notation when working
with distribution algebras. We thus write D(G) = D(G,K), Dr(U
(e)
F ) = Dr(U
(e)
F , K) etc.
Recall that the sheaf of (twisted) differential operators Dχ on X may be constructed from
the skew tensor product OX#U(g) (sec. 5.1). In a similar way we are going to construct
a sheaf of ’distribution operators’ on B starting from a twisted tensor product OB#Dr.
Here, Dr replaces the constant sheaf U(g) and equals a sheaf of distribution algebras on
B. It will be a constructible sheaf with respect to the usual polysimplicial structure of
B. Recall from 4.2. that a sheaf on a polysimplicial space is called constructible if its
restriction to a given geometric polysimplex is a constant sheaf.
7.1. A constructible sheaf of distribution algebras. Recall that the star of a facet
F ′ in B is the subset of B defined by
St(F ′) := union of all facets F ⊆ B such that F ′ ⊆ F .
These stars form a locally finite open covering of B. Given an open set Ω ⊂ B we have
the natural map
ιz : OB(Ω) −→ OB,z, f 7→ germ of f at z
for any z ∈ Ω.
Definition 7.1.1. For an open subset Ω ⊆ B let
Dr(Ω) := K−vector space of all maps s : Ω→
⋃˙
z∈Ω
Dr(U
(e)
z ) s.t.
(1) s(z) ∈ Dr(U (e)z ) for all z ∈ Ω,
(2) for each facet F ⊆ B there exists a finite open covering Ω ∩ St(F ) = ∪i∈IΩi with
the property: for each i with Ωi ∩ F 6= ∅ there is an element si ∈ Dr(U (e)F ) such
that
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(2a) s(z) = si for any z ∈ Ωi ∩ F,
(2b) s(z′) = σFF
′
r (si) for any z
′ ∈ Ωi. Here, F ′ is the unique facet in St(F ) that
contains z′.
¿From (2a) it is almost obvious that the restriction of Dr to a facet F is the constant
sheaf with value Dr(U
(e)
F ). Hence Dr is constructible. Furthermore, if Ω
′ ⊆ Ω is an open
subset there is the obvious restriction map Dr(Ω) → Dr(Ω′). The proof of the following
result is implicitly contained in the proofs of (Lem. 7.2.3) and (Lem. 7.2.4) below.
Lemma 7.1.2. With pointwise multiplication Dr is a sheaf of K-algebras. For z ∈ B one
has (Dr)z = Dr(U
(e)
z ).
7.2. Sheaves of completed skew group rings.
Definition 7.2.1. For an open subset Ω ⊆ B let
(OB#Dr)(Ω) := K−vector space of all maps s : Ω→
⋃˙
z∈Ω
OB,z#Dr(U (e)z ) such that
(1) s(z) ∈ OB,z#Dr(U (e)z ) for all z ∈ Ω,
(2) for each facet F ⊆ B there exists an open covering Ω ∩ St(F ) = ∪i∈IΩi with the
property: for each i with Ωi ∩ F 6= ∅ there is an element
si ∈ OB(Ωi)⊗ˆLDr(U (e)F )
such that
(2a) s(z) = (ιz⊗ˆid)(si) for any z ∈ Ωi ∩ F,
(2b) s(z′) = (ιz′⊗ˆσFF ′r )(si) for any z′ ∈ Ωi. Here, F ′ is the unique facet in St(F )
that contains z′.
Consider a function s : Ω → ∪˙z∈ΩOB,z#Dr(U (e)z ) satisfying (1). It will be convenient to
call an open covering Ω ∩ St(F ) = ∪i∈IΩi together with the elements si such that (2a)
and (2b) hold a datum for s with respect to the facet F . Any open covering of Ω∩ St(F )
which is a refinement of the covering {Ωi}i∈I , together with the same set of elements si is
again a datum for s with respect to F .
Lemma 7.2.2. Let Ω ⊆ B be an open set and let s ∈ (OB#Dr)(Ω). Let F be a facet in
B. There is a datum {Ωi}i∈I for s with respect to F such that, in case Ωi ∩ F 6= ∅, the
set Ωi is U
(e)
F -stable and the skew group ring OB(Ωi)#Dr(U (e)F ) exists.
Proof. Let {Ωi}i∈I be a datum for s with respect to F . For any z ∈ Ω ∩ St(F ) choose
i(z) ∈ I such that z ∈ Ωi(z). In case Ωi(z)∩F = ∅ we letWi(z) := Ωi(z). In case Ωi(z)∩F 6= ∅
we replace Ωi(z) by an open U
(e)
z -stable neighbourhood Wi(z) of z. Varying the point z we
obtain in this way an open covering
Ω ∩ St(F ) = ∪z∈Ω∩St(F )Wi(z)
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which is a refinement of the covering {Ωi}i∈I . In case Wi(z) ∩ F 6= ∅ we let ti(z) ∈
OB(Wi(z))⊗ˆLDr(U (e)F ) be the image of si(z) under the map res⊗ˆid where res : OB(Ωi(z))→
OB(Wi(z)) is the restriction map. The verification of (2a) and (2b) for these new elements
is straightforward. We thus have a new datum for s with respect to the facet F that has
the desired property. 
Suppose Ω′ ⊆ Ω is an open subset and let s ∈ (OB#Dr)(Ω). Let F ⊆ B be a facet.
Given a corresponding datum {Ωi}i∈I for s put Ω′i := Ω′∩Ωi. Together with the elements
si , in case Ω
′
i ∩F 6= ∅, we obtain a datum for the function s|Ω′. It follows that (OB#Dr)
is a presheaf of K-vector spaces on B.
In the following it will be convenient to define F(Ω) as the K-vector space of all maps
s : Ω→
⋃˙
z∈Ω
OB,z#LDr(U (e)z )
satisfying condition (1) in the above definition. It is clear that pointwise multiplication
makes F a sheaf of K-algebras on B such that (OB#Dr) is a subpresheaf of K-vector
spaces.
Lemma 7.2.3. The induced multiplication makes (OB#Dr) ⊆ F an inclusion of sheaves
of K-algebras.
Proof. Consider an open subset Ω ⊆ B. Let us first show that for s, s′ ∈ (OB#Dr)(Ω)
we have ss′ ∈ (OB#Dr)(Ω), i.e. that (OB#Dr)(Ω) is a subalgebra of F(Ω).
To do this let F ⊆ B be a facet. Let {Ωi}i∈I and {Ω′j}j∈J be corresponding data for s
and s′ respectively. Passing to {Ωij}ij with Ωij = Ωi ∩ Ω′j we may assume: there exists
one datum {Ωi}i∈I for both s, s′. By (Lem. 7.2.2) we may also assume that each set Ωi
is U
(e)
F -stable such that the skew group ring OB(Ωi)#Dr(U (e)F ) exists. The element
sis
′
i ∈ OB(Ωi)#Dr(U (e)F )
is therefore well defined. We will show that {Ωi}i∈I together with the elements sis′i, in
case Ωi ∩ F 6= ∅, is a datum for the function ss′. Let us check (2a). Given z ∈ Ωi ∩ F we
compute
(ss′)(z) = s(z)s′(z) = (ιz⊗ˆid)(si) · (ιz⊗ˆid)(s′i) = (ιz⊗ˆid)(sis′i)
according to (Cor. 6.4.7). To check (2b) we let z′ ∈ Ωi and compute
(s · s′)(z′) = s(z′)s′(z′) = (ιz⊗ˆσF ′Fr )(si) · (ιz⊗ˆσF
′F
r )(s
′
i) = (ιz⊗ˆσF
′F
r )(si · s′i)
according to (Lem. 6.4.10). This shows (2b). Consequently, ss′ ∈ (OB#Dr)(Ω) and
hence, (OB#Dr)(Ω) is a subalgebra of F(Ω). If Ω′ ⊆ Ω is an open subset the restriction
map (OB#Dr)(Ω) → (OB#Dr)(Ω′) is obviously multiplicative. Thus, (OB#Dr) is a
presheaf of K-algebras.
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Let us show that (OB#Dr) is in fact a sheaf. Since (OB#Dr) ⊆ F is a subpresheaf and
F is a sheaf it suffices to prove the following: if
Ω =
⋃
j∈J
Uj
is an open covering of an open subset Ω ⊆ B and if sj ∈ (OB#Dr)(Uj) are local sections
with sj |Uj∩Ui = si|Ui∩Uj for all i, j ∈ J then the unique section s ∈ F(Ω) with s|Uj = sj for
all j ∈ J lies in (OB#Dr)(Ω). To do this let F ⊆ B be a facet. Consider for each j ∈ J
a datum {Uji}i∈I for sj . In particular, Uj ∩ St(F ) = ∪i∈IUji and there are distinguished
elements
sji ∈ OB(Uji)⊗ˆLDr(U (e)F )
whenever Uji∩F 6= ∅. Then Ω∩St(F ) = ∪jiUji (together with the elements sji whenever
Uji∩F 6= ∅) is a datum for s. Indeed, given z ∈ Uji∩F one has s(z) = sj(z) = (ιz⊗ˆid)(sji)
which shows (2a). Moreover, if z′ ∈ Uji one has s(z′) = sj(z′) = (ιz⊗ˆσF ′Fr )(sji) which
shows (2b). Together this means s ∈ (OB#Dr)(Ω). 
The next proposition shows that the stalks of the sheaf (OB#Dr) are as expected.
Lemma 7.2.4. One has (OB#Dr)z = OB,z#Dr(U (e)z ) for any z ∈ B.
Proof. There is the K-algebra homomorphism
(OB#Dr)z −→ OB,z#Dr(U (e)z ), germ of s at z 7→ s(z).
Let us show that this map is injective. Let [s] be the germ of a local section s ∈
(OB#Dr)(Ω) over some open subset Ω ⊆ B with the property s(z) = 0. Let F be
the unique facet of B that contains z and let {Ωi}i∈I be a corresponding datum for s.
We may assume, in case Ωi ∩ F 6= ∅, that the topological space Ωi is irreducible. In this
case the map ιz : OB(Ωi) → OB,z is injective for every point z ∈ Ωi. According to [19,
Cor. 1.1.27] each map
ιz⊗ˆid : O(Ωi)⊗ˆLDr(U (e)F )→ OB,z⊗ˆLDr(U (e)F )
remains injective. If i0 ∈ I is such that z ∈ Ωi0 ∩F we therefore conclude from 0 = s(z) =
(ιz⊗ˆid)(si0) that si0 = 0. Given z′ ∈ Ωi0 let F ′ be the unique facet of St(F ) containing
z′. Then s(z′) = (ιz⊗ˆσF ′Fr )(si0) = 0 according to (2b) and, consequently, s|Ωi0 = 0. Since
Ωi0 is an open neighbourhood of z this shows [s] = 0 and proves injectivity.
Let us now show that our map in question is surjective. Let t ∈ OB,z#Dr(U (e)z ) be an
element in the target. Since the stalk OB,z is a compact limit there is an open U (e)z -stable
neighbourhood Ω′ of z and an element s˜ ∈ OB(Ω′)#Dr(U (e)z ) such that (ιz⊗ˆid)(s˜) = t.
Let F ⊆ B be a facet containing z and define
Ω := Ω′ ∩ St(F ), s := (resWΩ ⊗ˆid)(s˜) ∈ OB(Ω)#Dr(U (e)z ).
Since St(F ) is an open neighbourhood of z and contains only finitely many facets of B
we may pass to a smaller Ω′ (and hence Ω) and therefore assume: any F ′ ∈ (B \ St(F ))
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satisfies F ′ ∩ Ω = ∅. For any z′ ∈ Ω let s(z′) := (ιz′⊗ˆσFF ′r )(s) where F ′ denotes the facet
in St(F ) containing z′. This defines a function
s : Ω→
⋃˙
z′∈Ω
OB,z#Dr(U (e)z′ )
satisfying condition (1) of definition (7.2.1). According to (Lem. 4.3.4) one has σFFr = id
whence
s(z) = (ιz⊗ˆid)(s) = (ιz⊗ˆid)(s˜) = t.
Thus, the germ of s at z will be a preimage of t once we have shown that s ∈ (OB#Dr)(Ω).
To do this consider an arbitrary facet F ′ ⊆ B together with the covering of Ω ∩ St(F ′)
consisting of the single element
Ω0 := Ω ∩ St(F ′).
Suppose Ω0 ∩ F ′ 6= ∅. We have to exhibit an element s0 ∈ OB(Ω0)#Dr(U (e)F ′ ) satisfying
(2a) and (2b). Since F ′ ∈ St(F ) we may define s0 := (id⊗ˆσFF ′r )(s). For any z′ ∈ Ω ∩ F ′
we compute
s(z′) = (ιz′⊗ˆσFF ′r )(s) = (ιz′⊗ˆid)(id⊗ˆσFF
′
r )(s) = (ιz′⊗ˆid)(s0)
which shows (2a). Moreover, for any z′ ∈ Ω0 we compute
s(z′) = (ιz′⊗ˆσFF ′′r )(s) = (ιz′⊗ˆσF
′F ′′
r )(ιz′⊗ˆσFF
′
r )(s) = (ιz′⊗ˆσF
′F ′′
r )(s0)
by (Lem. 4.3.4). Here F ′′ denote the facet of St(F ′) that contains z′. This shows (2b)
and completes the proof. 
Corollary 7.2.5. The OB,z-module structure on (OB#Dr)z for any z ∈ B sheafifies to a
OB-module structure on (OB#Dr) (compatible with scalar multiplication by L).
Proof. As with any sheaf ([21, II.1.2]) we may regard (OB#Dr) as the sheaf of continuous
sections of its e´tale space
⋃˙
z∈B(OB#Dr)z

B
.
and the same applies to the sheaf OB. By the preceding proposition we have (OB#Dr)z =
OB,z#Dr(U (e)z ) for any z ∈ B. Let Ω ⊆ B be an open subset, s ∈ (OB#Dr), f ∈ OB(Ω).
For z ∈ Ω put (f · s)(z) := f(z) · s(z). This visibly defines an element f · s ∈ F(Ω). The
′OB-linearity’ in the conditions (2a) and (2b) proves f · s ∈ (OB#Dr). It follows that
(OB#Dr) is an OB-module in the prescribed way. 
Proposition 7.2.6. The natural map
Dr(U
(e)
z )→ (OB#Dr)z, δ 7→ 1⊗ˆδ
sheafifies to a morphism of sheaves of K-algebras Dr −→ OB#Dr.
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Proof. This is almost obvious. 
Recall (6.4.9) that we have for any z ∈ B a canonical K-algebra homomorphism
OB,z#U(g)K → OB,z#Dr(U (e)z ).
Proposition 7.2.7. The homomorphisms (6.4.9) sheafify into a morphism
OB#U(g)K −→ OB#Dr
of sheaves of K-algebras. This morphism is OB-linear.
Proof. We view OB#U(g)K as the sheaf of continuous sections of its e´tale space
⋃˙
z∈BOB,z#LU(g)K

B.
Composing such a section with (6.4.9) defines a morphism i : OB#U(g)K −→ F of
sheaves of K-algebras and we will prove that its image lies in the subsheaf (OB#Dr). To
do this let Ω ⊆ B be an open subset and s ∈ OB#U(g)K(Ω) a local section.
Let F ⊆ B be a facet. Consider the covering of Ω∩St(F ) consisting of the single element
Ω0 := Ω ∩ St(F ). In case Ω0 ∩ F 6= ∅ let s0 be the image of s˜ under the map
OB(Ω)⊗L U(g)K −→ OB(Ω)⊗ˆLDr(U (e)F )
induced by U(g)K ⊆ Dr(U (e)F ). For any z ∈ Ω0∩F we obviously have i(s)(z) = (ιz⊗ˆid)(s0)
which shows (2a). For any z ∈ Ω0 we find i(s)(z) = (ιz⊗ˆid)(s0) = (ιz⊗ˆσFF ′r )(s0) by the
last statement of (Lem. 4.3.4). Here F ′ denotes the facet containing z. This shows (2b). In
the light of the definitions it is clear that the resulting morphism OB#U(g)K → OB#Dr
is OB-linear. 
7.3. Infinitesimal characters. In the following we write gK := g⊗Qp K, tK := t⊗Qp K
etc.
7.3.1. According to [42, Prop. 3.7] the ring Z(gK) lies in the center of the ring D(G).
In the following we fix a central character
θ : Z(gK) −→ K
and we let
D(G)θ := D(G)⊗Z(gK ),θ K
be the corresponding central reduction of D(G). A (left) D(G)θ-module M is called coad-
missible if it is coadmissible as D(G)-module via the natural map D(G) → D(G)θ, δ 7→
δ⊗ˆ1. In the following we are going to study the abelian category of coadmissible D(G)θ-
modules. As explained in the beginning this category is anti-equivalent to the category of
admissible locally analytic G-representations over K which have infinitesimal character θ.
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Example: Let λ0 : D(T ) −→ K denote the character of D(T ) induced by the augmen-
tation map K[T ] → K. The restriction of λ0 to the Lie algebra tK ⊂ D(T ) vanishes
identically whence χ = ρ. Let θ0 : Z(gK) −→ K be the infinitesimal character associated
to ρ via the Harish-Chandra homomorphism. Then ker θ0 = Z(gK) ∩ U(gK)gK .
Remark: In [1, §8] K. Ardakov and S. Wadsley establish a version of Quillen’s lemma
for p-adically completed universal enveloping algebras. It implies that any topologically
irreducible admissible locally analytic G-representation admits, up to a finite extension
of K, a central character and an infinitesimal character ([18]).
7.3.2. To investigate the local situation let F be a facet in B. We have
Z(gK) ⊆ D(U (e)F ) ∩ Z(D(G)) ⊆ Z(D(U (e)F )),
again according to [42, Prop. 3.7]. We let Dr(U
(e)
F )θ := Dr(U
(e)
F ) ⊗Z(g)K ,θ K be the
corresponding central reduction of Dr(U
(e)
F ).
Let F, F ′ be two facets in B such that F ′ ⊆ F and consider the homomorphism σF ′Fr .
According to the last statement of (Lem. 4.3.4) it factors by continuity into a homomor-
phism
σF
′F
r : Dr(U
(e)
F ′ )θ −→ Dr(U (e)F )θ.
We may therefore define a sheaf of K-algebras Dr,θ in a completely analogous way as the
sheaf Dr by replacing each Dr(U
(e)
z ) and each Dr(U
(e)
F ) by their central reductions. In
particular, (Dr,θ)z = Dr(U
(e)
z )θ for any z ∈ B and there is an obvious quotient morphism
Dr −→ Dr,θ.
7.4. Twisting. We now bring in a toral character
χ : tK −→ K
such that σ(χ) = θ. We consider the two-sided ideals Ian
B,t and IanB,χ of OB#U(gK).
Denote the right ideal in OB#Dr generated by the image of the first resp. second under
the morphism
OB#U(gK) −→ OB#Dr
by I ant resp. I
an
χ .
Lemma 7.4.1. The right ideals I ant and I
an
χ are two-sided ideals.
Proof. According to section 8.3 the sheaves OB#U(gK) and OB#Dr have a natural G-
equivariant structure such that the morphism OB#U(gK) → OB#Dr is equivariant.
Moreover, the ideals Ian
B,t and IanB,χ are G-stable. Hence, so are the right ideals I ant and
I anχ . That these ideals are two-sided can be checked stalkwise. We give the argument
in the case I ant . The other case follows in the same way. By [42, Lem. 3.1] it suffices
to prove that the product δg · ∂ ∈ OB,z#Dr(U (e)z ) lies in the subspace I ant,z for g ∈ U (e)z
and ∂ ∈ I ant,z . Using the power series expansions for elements of completed distr
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algebras (2.2.5) we may write ∂ as an infinite convergent sum ∂ =
∑
α∈Nd0
fα⊗ˆbα with
fα ∈ OB,z. By definition of the skew multiplication (3.2.2) we have
δg · ∂ =
∑
α∈Nd0
(g.fα)⊗ˆδgbα =
∑
α∈Nd0
(g.fα)⊗ˆ(δgbαδ−1g )δg =
∑
α∈Nd0
g∗(fα⊗ˆbα)δg = g∗(∂)δg ∈ I ant,z
where g∗ : I ant,z
∼=−→ I ant,z is induced by the equivariant structure on the sheaf I ant (note
that U
(e)
z stabilizes the point z). 
By the preceding lemma we may form the quotient sheaves
Dr,t := (OB#Dr)/I ant , Dr,χ := (OB#Dr)/I anχ .
These are sheaves of (noncommutative) K-algebras on B and, at the same time, OB-
modules. We have a commutative diagram of morphisms
(7.4.2) Dan
B,t

// Dan
B,χ

Dr,t
// Dr,χ
with surjective horizontal arrows. Moreover, it follows from (6.1.4) and the preceding
lemma that the lower horizontal arrow induces an isomorphism
(7.4.3) Dr,t/(ker λ)Dr,t
∼=−→ Dr,χ.
We have the following extension of the property 2. in [2, §2, Lemme].
Proposition 7.4.4. The morphism Dr → OB#Dr → Dr,χ factors through Dr → Dr,θ.
Proof. Letting K be the kernel of the morphism Dr → Dr,θ the claim amounts to
K ⊆ ker(Dr → Dr,χ).
This can be checked stalkwise, i.e. we are reduced to show that, for each z ∈ B the
natural map Dr(U
(e)
z ) → OB,z#Dr(U (e)z )/(Iχ)z factores through Dr(U (e)z )θ. The kernel
of the map Dr(U
(e)
z )→ Dr(U (e)z )θ is generated by
Iθ := ker(U(gK)→ U(gK)θ)
and the ideal (Iχ)z is generated by the image of IanB,χ,z. It therefore suffices to show that
the natural map U(gK)→ OB,z#U(gK) maps Iθ into IanB,χ,z. This follows from loc.cit. 
7.4.5. Let us finally make the structure of the stalks of the sheaves Dr,t and Dr,χ at
a point z ∈ B more explicit. According to (Lem. 6.2.2) the local ring OB,z is a field.
For simplicity we put κ(z) := OB,z and view this as a topological field of compact type.
Note that the Berkovich point z ∈ B ⊂ Xan canonically induces a norm topology on κ(z)
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which is weaker than our topology. We shall not make use of this norm topology in the
following.
By loc.cit. together with (5.1.1) we furthermore have (n◦)pi(z) = npi(z) and (b
◦)pi(z) = bpi(z)
for the stalks of the sheaves n◦ and b◦ at π(z) = η (the generic point of X). Since passage
to the stalk is exact, this proves the following lemma.
Lemma 7.4.6. Let z ∈ B. There is a canonical isomorphism
Dr,t,z
∼=−→ (κ(z)⊗ˆLDr(U (e)z ))/npi(z)(κ(z)⊗ˆLDr(U (e)z )).
This isomorphism induces a canonical isomorphism between Dr,χ,z and the λ-coinvariants
of the tK-module (κ(z)⊗ˆLDr(U (e)z ))/npi(z)(κ(z)⊗ˆLDr(U (e)z )). In particular,
Dr,ρ,z
∼=−→ (κ(z)⊗ˆLDr(U (e)z ))/bpi(z)(κ(z)⊗ˆLDr(U (e)z )).
8. From representations to sheaves
We keep all our assumptions from the previous section, i.e. we assume that L = Qp and
that e > max(euni, e0, e1). Our proposed ’localization functor’ from representations to
sheaves associated to the pair σ(χ) = θ will be a functor
Lr,χ : M 7→ Dr,χ ⊗Dr,θ M r
from (coadmissible) leftD(G)θ-modulesM to left Dr,χ-modules satisfying additional prop-
erties. Here M r is a constructible sheaf replacing the constant sheaf M appearing in the
Beilinson-Bernstein construction (Thm. 5.2.2). It is a modest generalization of the sheaf
Dr as follows.
8.1. A constructible sheaf of modules. Suppose we are given any (left) D(G)-module
M . Let F ⊆ B be a facet. We may regard M as a D(U (e)F )-module via the natural map
D(U
(e)
F )→ D(G). We put
Mr(U
(e)
F ) := Dr(U
(e)
F )⊗D(U (e)
F
)
M,
a (left) Dr(U
(e)
F )-module. If F
′ ⊆ B is another facet such that F ′ ⊂ F the map
σF
′F
r ⊗ id :Mr(U (e)F ′ ) −→Mr(U (e)F ), δ ⊗m 7→ σF
′F
r (δ)⊗m
is a module homomorphism relative to σF
′F
r and inherits the homomorphic properties
from σF
′F
r (cf. Lem. 4.3.4). Again, we may define a sheaf of K-vector spaces M r on
B in a completely analogous way as the sheaf Dr by replacing each Dr(U
(e)
F ) and each
Dr(U
(e)
z ) by Mr(U
(e)
F ) and Mr(U
(e)
z ) respectively. In particular, M r restricted to a facet
F is the constant sheaf with value Mr(U
(e)
F ) and therefore M r is a constructible sheaf. If
s ∈ Dr(U (e)z ), m ∈ Mr(U (e)z ) the ‘pointwise multiplication’ (s ·m)(z) := s(z)m(z) makes
M r a Dr-module.
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Lemma 8.1.1. If M is a D(G)θ-module then M r is a Dr,θ-module via the morphism Dr →
Dr,θ.
Proof. This is almost obvious. 
8.2. A localization functor. As usual Dr,χ⊗Dr,θM r denotes the sheaf associated to the
presheaf V 7→ Dr,χ(V )⊗Dr,θ(V ) M r(V ) on B. The construction M 7→ M r is functorial in
M and commutes with arbitrary direct sums. Thus the correspondance
Lr,χ : M 7→ Dr,χ ⊗Dr,θ M r
is a covariant functor from (left) D(G)θ-modules to (left) Dr,χ-modules. It commutes with
arbitary direct sums. We call it tentatively a localization functor associated to χ.
We emphasize that the functor Lr,χ depends on the choice of the level e. As we did before
we suppress this dependence in the notation. As a second remark, let M be an arbitrary
Dr,χ-module and f : Lr,χ(M)→M a morphism. The composite
M → Γ(B,M r)→ Γ(B,Lr,χ(M)) f→ Γ(B,M)
is a K-linear map. We therefore have a natural transformation of functors
HomDr,χ(Lr,χ(·), .) −→ HomK(·,Γ(B, ·)).
Generally, it is far from being an equivalence.
We compute the stalks of the localization Lr,χ(M) for a coadmissible module M . In this
case (M r)z is finitely generated over the Banach algebra Dr(U
(e)
z )θ and therefore has a
unique structure as a Banach module over Dr(U
(e)
z )θ. Let z ∈ B ⊂ Xan with residue field
κ(z). Recall that π(z) equals the generic point of X .
Proposition 8.2.1. Let M be a coadmissible left D(G)θ-module and let z ∈ B. The
morphism M r → Lr,χ(M) induces an isomorphism between the λ-coinvariants of the
tK-module
(κ(z)⊗ˆL(M r)z)/npi(z)(κ(z)⊗ˆL(M r)z)
and the stalk Lr,χ(M)z. In particular, if θ = θ0 we have
(κ(z)⊗ˆL(M r)z)/bpi(z)(κ(z)⊗ˆL(M r)z)
∼=−→ Lr,ρ(M)z.
Proof. Let N be an arbitrary finitely generated Dr(U
(e)
z )-module. According to (Lem.
7.4.6) the space Dr,t,z ⊗Dr(U (e)z ) N may be written as
(((κ(z)⊗ˆLDr(U (e)z ))/npi(z)(κ(z))⊗ˆLDr(U (e)z ))⊗κ(z)⊗ˆLDr(U (e)z ) κ(z)⊗ˆLDr(U
(e)
z ))⊗Dr(U (e)z ) N.
SinceN is a complete Banach module this may be identified with (κ(z)⊗ˆLN)/npi(z)(κ(z)⊗ˆLN)
by associativity of the completed tensor product. The resulting isomorphism
(κ(z)⊗ˆLN)/npi(z)(κ(z)⊗ˆLN)
∼=−→ Dr,t,z ⊗Dr(U (e)z ) N
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is functorial in N . According to the second part of loc.cit. we obtain a functorial homo-
morphism
(λ− coinvariants of (κ(z)⊗ˆLN)/npi(z)(κ(z)⊗ˆLN)) −→ Dr,χ,z ⊗Dr(U (e)z ) N
which is an isomorphism in the case N = Dr(U
(e)
z ). Since source and target are right exact
functors in N commuting with finite direct sums we may use a finite free presentation of
N to obtain that it is an isomorphism in general. The assertion of the proposition follows
by taking N = (M r)z. 
Corollary 8.2.2. Let χ be dominant and regular. The functor Lr,χ, restricted to coad-
missible modules, is exact.
Proof. Exactness can be checked at a point z ∈ B where the functor in question equals
the composite of three functors. The first functor equals N 7→ Dr(U (e)z )θ ⊗D(U (e)z )θ N on
the category of coadmissible D(U
(e)
z )θ-modules. It is exact by [43, Rem. 3.2]. The second
functor equals N 7→ κ(z)⊗ˆLN on the category of finitely generated Dr(U (e)z )θ-modules.
It is exact by [19, Prop. 1.1.26]. The last functor equals the Beilinson-Bernstein stalk
functor at z according to (Thm. 5.2.2 (iii)). By loc.cit., part (ii), this functor is exact if
χ is dominant and regular. 
Lemma 8.2.3. Let z ∈ B. If N is a finitely generated Dr(U (e)z )θ-module which is finite
dimensional over K, then the natural map
DanB,χ,z ⊗U(gK )θ N
∼=−→ Dr,χ,z ⊗Dr(U (e)z )θ N
is an isomorphism which is functorial in such N .
Proof. We adopt the notation of (Prop. 6.4.6) and write
lim−→
V
(AV#Dr(U (e)z ))
∼=−→ OB,z#Dr(U (e)z ),
an isomorphism of topological K-algebras. By [43, Prop. 2.1] the finitely generated
module (AV#Dr(U (e)z )) ⊗Dr(U (e)z ) N has a unique Banach topology. We therefore have
canonical AV -linear isomorphisms
(AV ⊗ˆLDr(U (e)z ))⊗Dr(U (e)z ) N ≃ AV ⊗ˆLN = AV ⊗L N.
Passage to the inductive limit yields the OB,z-linear map
(OB,z⊗ˆDr(U (e)z ))⊗Dr(U (e)z ) N ≃ OB,z ⊗L N = (OB,z#U(gK))⊗U(gK ) N.
The target maps canonically to Dan
B,χ,z ⊗U(gK )θ N and the composed map annihilates all
elements of the form ξ⊗ˆn with n ∈ N and ξ ∈ Ian
B,χ,z. Since such ξ generate I
an
χ,z the
composed map factores therefore into a map
Dr,χ,z ⊗Dr(U (e)z )θ N → D
an
B,χ,z ⊗U(gK )θ N.
This gives the required inverse map. 
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Corollary 8.2.4. Let M be a left D(G)θ-module such that dimKMr(U
(e)
z ) < ∞ for all
z ∈ B. The natural morphism of sheaves
DanB,χ ⊗U(gK )θ M r
∼=−→ Dr,χ ⊗Dr,θ M r = Lr,χ(M)
induced from (7.4.2) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let z ∈ B. Applying the preceding lemma to N := Mr(U (e)z ) we see that the
morphism is an isomorphism at the point z. This proves the claim. 
8.3. Equivariance. In this section, we keep the same assumptions as before, i.e. we
assume L = Qp, e > max(euni, e0, e1) and r ∈ [r0, 1).
8.3.1. Consider for a moment an arbitrary ringed space (Y,A) where A is a sheaf of (not
necessarily commutative) K-algebras on Y . Let Γ be an abstract group acting (from the
right) on (Y,A). In other words, for every g, h ∈ Γ and every open subset U ⊆ Y there
is an isomorphism of K-algebras g∗ : A(U) ∼=−→ A(g−1U) compatible in an obvious sense
with restriction maps and satisfying (gh)∗ = h∗g∗.
A Γ-equivariant A-module (cf. [25, II.F.5]) is a (left) A-module M equipped, for any
open subset U ⊆ Y and for g ∈ G, with K-linear isomorphisms g∗ :M(U) ∼=−→M(g−1U)
compatible with restriction maps and such that g∗(am) = g∗(a)g∗(m) for a ∈ A(U), m ∈
M(U). If g, h ∈ G we require (gh)∗ = h∗g∗. An obvious example is M = A. If M is
equivariant we have a K-linear isomorphism Mz
∼=−→ Mg−1z between the stalks of the
sheaf M at z and g−1z for any g ∈ G.
Finally, a morphism of equivariant modules is a A-linear map compatible with the Γ-
actions. The equivariant modules form an abelian category.
8.3.2. After these preliminaries we go back to the situation discussed in the previous
section. We keep all the assumptions from this section. The group G naturally acts on
the ringed space (Xan,OanX ). Moreover, G acts on g and U(g) via the adjoint action as
usual. It follows from the classical argument ([30, §3]) that the sheaves
OanX #U(g), Ianχ and Danχ := (OanX #U(g))/Ianχ
(as defined in section 6) are equivariant OanX -modules. Of course, here g∗ : Danχ (U)
∼=−→
Danχ (g−1U) is even a K-algebra isomorphism for all g ∈ G and open subsets U ⊆ Xan.
On the other hand, the group G acts on the ringed space (B,OB) and the natural map
ϑB : B −→ Xan is G-equivariant (Thm. 6.2.1). Since our functor ϑ−1B preserves G-
equivariance the OB-modules
OB#U(gK), IanB,χ and DanB,χ = (OB#U(gK))/IanB,χ
are G-equivariant. Again, here g∗ : Dan
B,χ(U)
∼=−→ Dan
B,χ(g
−1U) is a K-algebra isomorphism
for all g ∈ G and open subsets U ⊆ B. Recall (7.2.1) the sheaf of K-algebras OB#Dr.
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Proposition 8.3.3. The OB-module OB#Dr is G-equivariant. For g ∈ G the map g∗ is a
K-algebra isomorphism.
Proof. Given g ∈ G and z ∈ B we have the group isomorphism g−1(·)g : U (e)z ∼=−→ U (e)g−1z
by (4.1.6). Since it is compatible with variation of the level e it is compatible with
the p-valuations ω˚z and ω˚g−1z. It induces therefore an isometric isomorphism of Banach
algebras
(8.3.4) g−1(·)g : Dr(U (e)z )
∼=−→ Dr(U (e)g−1z).
The induced map
OB,z⊗ˆLDr(U (e)z )
∼=−→ OB,z⊗ˆLDr(U (e)g−1z)
is multiplicative with respect to the skew multiplication and we obtain an isomorphism
of topological K-algebras
(8.3.5) g∗ : (OB#Dr)z
∼=−→ (OB#Dr)g−1z
according to (Lem. 7.2.4). Since we have the identity gxg−1 = Ad(g)(x) in D(G) this
isomorphism fits into the commutative diagram
(OB#U(g))z

≃
// (OB#U(g))g−1z

(OB#Dr)z ≃ // (OB#Dr)g−1z
where the vertical arrows are the inclusions from (6.4.9). Recall the sheaf F appearing
in (Lem. 7.2.3). Let Ω ⊆ B be an open subset. The isomorphisms (8.3.5) for z ∈ Ω
assemble to a K-algebra isomorphism
g∗ : F(Ω) ∼=−→ F(g−1Ω), s 7→ [z 7→ (g∗)−1(s(gz))]
compatible with restriction maps and satisfying (gh)∗ = h∗g∗ for g, h ∈ G. It now
suffices to see that g∗ maps the subspace (OB#Dr)(Ω) into (OB#Dr)(g−1Ω). Let s ∈
(OB#Dr)(Ω). If F is a facet in B we let Ω = ∪i∈IΩi be a datum for s with respect to F .
If F ∩Ωi 6= ∅ we consider g−1Vi and (g∗)−1(si) and obtain a datum g−1Ω = ∪i∈Ig−1Ωi for
the section (g∗)−1sg ∈ F(g−1Ω) with respect to the facet g−1F . Indeed, the axiom (2a)
for the section(g∗)−1sg follows from the commutativity of the diagram
OB(U)
(g∗)−1

ιz
// OB,z
(g∗)−1

OB(gU)
ιgz
// OB,gz
valid for any open subset U ⊆ B containing z. Moreover, we have a commutative diagram
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Dr(U
(e)
F ′ )
(g∗)−1

σF
′F
r
// Dr(U
(e)
F )
(g∗)−1

Dr(U
(e)
gF ′)
σgF
′gF
r
// Dr(U
(e)
gF )
whenever F ′, F are two facets in B with F ′ ⊆ F . From this the axiom (2b) for the section
(g∗)−1sg follows easily. 
It follows from the preceding proof that the morphism OB#U(g)→ OB#Dr from (Prop.
7.2.7) is equivariant. The equivariant structure of Ian
B,χ therefore implies that the ideal
sheaf I anχ of OB#Dr is naturally equivariant. This yields the following corollary.
Corollary 8.3.6. The OB-module Dr,χ is equivariant. The map g∗ is a K-algebra isomor-
phism for any g ∈ G. The morphism Dan
B,χ → Dr,χ from (7.4.2) is equivariant.
The above discussion shows that there is a natural right action of G on the ringed
space (B,Dr,χ). We let ModG(Dr,χ) be the abelian category of G-equivariant (left) Dr,χ-
modules.
8.3.7. Using very similar arguments we may use the isomorphisms (8.3.4) appearing in
the above proof to define an equivariant structure on the sheaves Dr and Dr,θ. As before
we suppose σ(χ) = θ. If M is a D(G)-module (resp. D(G)θ-module) with m ∈ M and
g ∈ G we put g.m := δg−1m. This defines a K-linear isomorphism
g∗ : Mr(U
(e)
z )
∼=−→ Mr(U (e)g−1z)
via g∗(δ⊗m) := g∗(δ)⊗gm for any δ ∈ Dr(U (e)z ). As in the case of Dr these isomorphisms
lift to an equivariant structure on the sheaf M r. Since these isomorphisms are compatible
with the isomorphisms (8.3.4) we obtain that M r is an equivariant Dr-module (resp.
Dr,θ-module). We now define g
∗(∂ ⊗m) := g∗(∂) ⊗ g∗(m) for local sections ∂ and m of
Dr,χ and M r respectively. Since the morphism Dr,θ → Dr,χ induced by (Prop. 7.2.6) is
equivariant this yields an equivariant structure on Lr,χ(M). If M → N is a D(G)θ-linear
map the resulting morphism Lr,χ(M) → Lr,χ(N) is easily seen to be equivariant. This
shows
Corollary 8.3.8. The functor Lr,χ takes values in ModG(Dr,χ).
9. Comparison with the Schneider-Stuhler construction
In this section, we keep the same assumptions as before, i.e. we assume L = Qp, e >
max(euni, e0, e1) and r ∈ [r0, 1). We will work in this section with the trivial infinitesimal
character, i.e. λ := λ0 with r(λ0) = r0 and θ := θ0.
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9.1. Preliminaries on smooth distributions.
9.1.1. Let M be a co-admissible D(G)-module such the the associated locally analytic
representation V = M ′b is smooth. In the previous section, we have associated to M a
sheaf M r on the Bruhat-Tits building B. On the other hand, we also have the sheaf V
≈
on B constructed by Schneider and Stuhler (cf. 4.6). We now show that for r < p
−1
p−1 ,
the two sheaves Vˇ
≈
and M r are canonically isomorphic. Here, Vˇ denotes the smooth dual.
We remark straightaway that V is admissible-smooth ([43, Thm. 6.6]) and hence, so is Vˇ
([13, 1.5 (c)]).
Suppose H is a uniform locally Qp-analytic group with Qp-Lie algebra h. Let D
∞(H)
denote the quotient of D(H) by the ideal generated by h. Let C∞H denote the category of
coadmissible D∞(H)-modules. If Ur(h) denotes the closure of U(h) inside Dr(H) we put
H(r) := H ∩ Ur(h).
Lemma 9.1.2. The set H(r) is an open normal subgroup of H constituting, for r ↑ 1, a
neighbourhood basis of 1 ∈ H.
Proof. As the norm ||.||r on Dr(H) does not depend on the choice of ordered basis the
inversion map h 7→ h−1 induces an automorphism of Dr(H). It induces an automorphism
of Ur(h) which implies that H(r) is a subgroup of H . A similar argument with the con-
jugation automorphism h 7→ ghg−1 for a g ∈ H implies that this subgroup is normal in
H . For the remaining assertions we choose m ≥ 0 such that rm = pm√r0 ≥ r and consider
D(Pm+1(H)). The inclusion D(Pm+1(H)) ⊆ D(H) gives rise to an isometric embedding
Dr0(Pm+1(H)) →֒ Drm(H)
(final remark in 2.2.3). Since U(h) is norm-dense inside Dr0(Pm+1(H)) it follows that
Pm+1(H) ⊂ Urm(h) ⊆ Ur(h)
which implies Pm+1(H) ⊆ H(r) and therefore H(r) is open. Finally, if r ↑ 1 then rm ↑ 1
whence m ↑ ∞. Since the lower p-series {Pm(H)}m constitutes a neighbourhood basis of
1 ∈ H the last assertion of the lemma follows. 
The lemma implies (cf. [43, pf. of Thm. 6.6]) a canonical K-algebra isomorphism
D∞(H) ≃ lim←−rK[H/H(r)] coming from restricting distributions to the subspace of K-
valued locally constant functions on H .
Proposition 9.1.3. (i) We have Dr(H) ⊗D(H) D∞(H) ≃ K[H/H(r)] as right D∞(H)-
modules;
(ii) If M ∈ C∞H and V = M ′b denotes the corresponding smooth representation then
Dr(H) ⊗D(H) M ≃ (Vˇ )H(r) as K-vector spaces. Here, (·)H(r) denotes H(r)-coinvariants
and (ˇ·) denotes the smooth dual.
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Proof. The first statement follows fromDr(H) = ⊕h∈H/H(r)δhUr(h) as right Ur(h)-modules
by passing to quotients modulo the ideals generated by h. The second statement follows
from (i) by observing the general identities K[H/N ]⊗D∞(H)M = HomK(V N , K) = (Vˇ )N
valid for any normal open subgroup N of H . 
Corollary 9.1.4. If M ∈ C∞H and r0 ≤ r < p−1/p−1 then Dr(H)⊗D(H) M ≃ (Vˇ )H .
Proof. We have Ur(h) = Dr(H) for such an r and therefore H(r) = H . 
9.2. The comparison isomorphism.
9.2.1. Let us return back to our sheaf M 7→ M r. We assume in the following
r0 ≤ r < p−1/p−1.
Let F be a facet in X . If we apply the above corollary to the uniform group U
(e)
F we
obtain a canonical linear isomorphism
fFr : M(U
(e)
F ) = Dr(U
(e)
F )⊗D(U (e)
F
)
M
∼=−→ (Vˇ )
U
(e)
F
.
If F ⊆ F ′ for two facets F, F ′ in X it follows that
(9.2.1) fF
′
r ◦ σFF
′
r = pr
FF ′ ◦ fFr
where prFF
′
: (Vˇ )
U
(e)
F
→ (Vˇ )
U
(e)
F ′
denotes the natural projection.
Proposition 9.2.2. Given an open subset Ω ⊆ X the collection of maps f zr for z ∈ Ω
induces a K-linear isomorphism M r(Ω) ≃ Vˇ
≈
(Ω) compatible with restriction maps whence
a canonical isomorphism of sheaves
M r
∼=−→ Vˇ
≈
which is natural in admissible V .
Proof. Given z ∈ B we have the isomorphism f zr : Mr(U (e)z )
∼=−→ (Vˇ )
U
(e)
z
as explained
above. These maps assemble to a K-linear isomorphism, say fΩr , between the space of
maps
s : Ω→
⋃˙
z∈Ω
Mr(U
(e)
z )
such that s(z) ∈Mr(U (e)z ) for all z ∈ B and the space of maps
s : Ω→
⋃˙
z∈Ω
(Vˇ )
U
(e)
z
such that s(z) ∈ (Vˇ )
U
(e)
z
for all z ∈ B. It is clearly compatible with restriction. It therefore
suffices to show that it descends to an isomorphism between the subspaces M r(Ω) and
Vˇ
≈
(Ω) respectively. Since M r and Vˇ
≈
are sheaves it suffices to verify this over the open
sets Ω ∩ St(F ) for facets F ⊂ B. We may therefore fix a facet F ⊂ B and assume
that Ω ⊆ St(F ). Restricting to members Ωi with Ωi ∩ F 6= ∅ of a datum for s with
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respect to F and using the sheaf property a second time we may assume that the covering
{Ω} of Ω = Ω ∩ St(F ) is a datum for s with respect to F satisfying Ω ∩ F 6= ∅. Let
s ∈Mr(U (e)F ) be the corresponding element of the datum. We let vˇ be any preimage in Vˇ
of fFr (s) ∈ (Vˇ )U (e)
F
. The value of the function fΩr (s) at z ∈ Ω is then given by
f zr (s(z)) = f
F ′
r (σ
FF ′
r (s))
(9.2.1)
= prFF
′
(fFr (s)) = class of vˇ ∈ (Vˇ )U (e)
F ′
where F ′ ∈ St(F ) is the unique open facet containing z. This means fΩr (s) ∈ Vˇ
≈
(Ω).
Conversely, let sˇ ∈ Vˇ
≈
(Ω) and consider s := (fΩr )
−1(sˇ). Let F ⊂ B be a facet. Any defining
open covering Ω = ∪i∈IΩi with vectors vˇi ∈ Vˇ for the section sˇ induces an open covering
Ω ∩ St(F ) = ∪i∈IΩi,F where Ωi,F := Ωi ∩ St(F ). If F ∩ Ωi,F 6= ∅ we let si ∈ Mr(U (e)F ) be
the inverse image of the class of vˇi under (f
F
r )
−1. We claim that this gives a datum for s
with respect to F . Indeed, for any z ∈ Ωi,F ∩ F we compute
s(z) = (f zr )
−1(sˇ(z)) = (f zr )
−1(class of vˇi) = si
which settles the axiom (2a) for s. Similarly, for any z′ ∈ Ωi,F the value of s(z′) equals
(f z
′
r )
−1(sˇ(z′)) = (fF
′
r )
−1(class of vˇi) = (f
F ′
r )
−1(prFF
′
(vˇi))
(9.2.1)
= σFF
′
r ((f
F
r )
−1(vˇi))
= σFF
′
r (si)
where F ′ denotes the unique open facet of St(F ) containing z′. This proves (2b) for s.
All in all s ∈M r(Ω). This proves the proposition. 
Lemma 9.2.3. Let M be a coadmissible D∞(G)-module. Then M is a D(G)θ0-module.
Proof. We have to show that the canonical map D(G)→ D∞(G) factors through D(G)θ0.
The kernel of D(G) → D∞(G) is the two sided ideal generated by g. The intersection
of this latter ideal with Z(gK) equals ker θ0 (cf. example 8.1.1). It follows that the map
Z(gK)→ D∞(G) factors through θ0. 
Theorem 9.2.4. Let as above r0 ≤ r < p−1/p−1. Suppose M is a coadmissible D∞(G)-
module. Then there is a canonical isomorphism of OB-modules
CSS : OB ⊗L Vˇ
≈
∼=−→ Lr,ρ(M)
which is natural in such M . Here, as above, V =M ′b.
Proof. Since gM = 0 there is a canonical isomorphism
OB ⊗L M r
∼=−→ DanB,χ ⊗U(gK )θ M r.
Hence the assertion is a combination of (Lem. 8.2.3) and (Prop. 9.2.2). 
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10. Compatibility with the Beilinson-Bernstein localization
In this section, we invoke our usual assumptions, i.e. we assume L = Qp, e > max(euni, e0, e1)
and r ∈ [r0, 1).
Let V denote a finite dimensional algebraic representation of G. Then V gives rise to
a U(g)-module. Let M = V ′ denote the dual of V . It is a coadmissible D(G)-module.
Suppose the U(gK)-module underlying M is a U(gK)θ-module.
Recall that to any U(gK)θ-module M , Beilinson-Bernstein associate a Dχ-module which
will be denoted ∆(M) (cf. §5). We can pull this back under the natural map π : Xan → X
to get a Danχ -module ∆(M)an. Finally, we may apply the functor ϑ−1B to this module.
Denote the latter OB-module by ∆(M)anB . One has the following description of ∆(M)an
and ∆(M)an
B
:
∆(M)an = Danχ ⊗U(gK )θ M
∆(M)an
B
= Dan
B,χ ⊗U(gK )θ M.
Here, the second identity follows from the compatibility between tensor products with
restriction functors ([26, Prop. 2.3.5]).
On the other hand, any finite dimensional algebraic representation V gives rise to a D(G)-
module M , where M = V ′. If V is a U(gK)θ-module, then M is a D(G)θ-module. In
particular, the results of section 8 allow us to associate to M the Dr,χ-module Lr,χ(M).
Recall, this module is given by:
Lr,χ(M) = Dr,χ ⊗Dr,θ M r
Now the canonical morphism Dan
B,χ → Dr,χ induces a morphism
CBB : DanB,χ ⊗U(gK )θ M −→ Dr,χ ⊗Dr,θ M r.
Theorem 10.0.1. There is r(M) ∈ [r0, 1) such that for all r ≥ r(M) the canonical
morphism
CBB : ∆(M)anB
∼=−→ Lr,χ(M)
is an isomorphism of Dan
B,χ-modules.
Proof. Let F be a facet in B such that F ⊆ C . By [19, Prop. 4.2.10] the D(U (e)F )-module
M decomposes into a finite direct sum of irreducible D(U
(e)
F )-modules Mi. Since all Mi
are coadmissible D(U
(e)
F )-modules there exists r(F ) ∈ [r0, 1) such that
Mi,r := Dr(U
(e)
F )⊗D(U (e)
F
)
Mi 6= 0
for all r ≥ r(F ) and all i. By Theorem A ([42, §3]) the D(U (e)F )-equivariant map Mi →
Mi,r, m 7→ 1⊗m has dense image and is therefore surjective. Since Mi is irreducible the
map is therefore bijective whenever r ≥ r(F ). It follows M ∼=−→ Mr(U (e)F ) for r ≥ r(F ).
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Given g ∈ G we can use the G-equivariance of the sheaf M r to express the canonical map
M → Mr(U (e)g−1F ) as the composite
M
g·−→M ∼=−→Mr(U (e)F )
g∗−→Mr(U (e)g−1F ).
It is therefore bijective. Put r(M) := maxF⊆C r(F ). Then M
∼=−→ Mr(U (e)F ) for all F ⊂ B
and all r ≥ r(M). Identifying M with its constant sheaf on B the natural morphism
M
∼=−→ M r is therefore an isomorphism for all r ≥ r(M). On the other hand, (Lem.
8.2.3) gives a canonical isomorphism
DanB,χ ⊗U(gK )θ M r
∼=−→ Dr,χ ⊗Dr,θ M r.

11. A class of examples
In this section, we invoke our usual assumptions, i.e. we assume L = Qp, e > max(euni, e0, e1)
and r ∈ [r0, 1).
11.0.2. Let O be the classical BGG-category for the reductive Lie algebra gK relative
to the choice of Borel subalgebra bK ([5]). Since this category was originally defined for
complex semisimple Lie algebras only we briefly repeat what we mean by it here. The
category O equals the full subcategory of all (left) U(gK)-modules consisting of modules
M such that
(i) M is finitely generated as U(gK)-module;
(ii) the action of tK on M is semisimple and locally finite;
(iii) the action of nK on M is locally finite.
Recall here that tK acts locally finite on some module M if U(tK).m is finite dimensional
for all m ∈M (similar for nK).
Let Oalg be the full abelian subcategory of O consisting of those U(gK)-modules whose
tK-weights are integral, i.e. are contained in the lattice X
∗(T) ⊂ t∗K .
11.0.3. In [34] the authors study an exact functor
M 7→ FGB (M)
from Oalg to admissible locally analytic G-representations. It maps irreducible modules
to (topologically) irreducible representations. The image of FGB comprises a wide class of
interesting representations containing all principal series representations and ’essentially’
all representations arising from homogeneous vector bundles on p-adic symmetric spaces.
In this final section we wish to study the localizations of representations in this class. We
restrict our attention to modules M ∈ Oalg,θ having fixed central character θ. Let χ ∈ t∗K
be such that σ(χ) = θ.
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11.0.4. To start with let U(gK , B) be the smallest subring of D(G) containing U(gK)
and D(B). The b-action on any M ∈ Oalg integrates to an algebraic, and hence, locally
analytic B-action on M and one has a canonical D(G)-module isomorphism
FGB (M)′b
∼=−→ D(G)⊗U(gK ,B) M =: N
(loc.cit., Prop. 3.6). Of course, N is a D(G)θ-module. We may therefore consider its
localization Lr,χ(N) on B. We recall that the stalk Lr,χ(N)z at a point z is a quotient
of κ(z)⊗ˆ(N r)z (Prop. 8.2.1) and therefore has its quotient topology. We finally say a
morphism of sheaves to Lr,χ(N) has dense image if this holds stalkwise at all points.
On the other hand, we may form
GM := K[G]⊗K[B] M.
It may be viewed an U(gK)-module via x.(g ⊗m) := g ⊗ Ad(g−1)(x).m for g ∈ G,m ∈
M,x ∈ gK . Since K[G] is a free right K[B]-module, GM equals the direct sum of
U(gK)-submodules gM := g ⊗ M indexed by a system of coset representatives g for
G/B. Since the group G is connected, the adjoint action of G = G(L) fixes the center
Z(gK) ⊂ U(gK) ([15, II §6.1.5]) and therefore GM still has central character θ. Let
us consider its Beilinson-Bernstein module ∆(GM) over X . The linear map gM
∼=−→
M, g ⊗ m 7→ m is an isomorphism and equivariant with respect to the automorphism
Ad(g−1) of U(gK). It follows that, given an open subset V ⊆ X , we have a linear
isomorphism ∆(gM)(V )
∼=−→ ∆(M)(g−1V ) given by δ ⊗ (g ⊗m) 7→ g∗(δ)⊗m for a local
section δ of Dχ and m ∈ M . Here g∗ refers to the G-equivariant structure on Dχ (8.3.2).
The same argument works for the analytifications ∆an(gM) and ∆an(M). In particular,
the stalks ∆an(gM)z ≃ ∆an(M)g−1z are isomorphic vector spaces for any z ∈ B and any
g ∈ G.
Lemma 11.0.5. We have
∆an(M)|B = 0⇐⇒ ∆an(GM)|B = 0.
Proof. Suppose ∆an(M)|B = 0. Let g ∈ G. For any z ∈ B we compute ∆an(gM)z ≃
∆an(M)g−1z = 0 whence ∆
an(gM)|B = 0. This yields ∆an(GM)|B = 0, since ∆an(·)B
commutes with arbitrary direct sums. The converse is clear. 
Lemma 11.0.6. There is a canonical morphism of Dr,χ-modules
Dr,χ ⊗Dan
B,χ
∆(GM)anB −→ Lr,χ(FGB (M)′)
functorial in M and with dense image.
Proof. The morphism is induced from the functorial map
P : GM → D(G)⊗U(gK ,B) M = N
via the inclusions K[B] ⊂ D(B) and K[G] ⊂ D(G). Let us show that the morphism has
dense image. We claim first that the map P has dense image with respect to the canonical
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topology on the coadmissible module N . Let G0 be the (hyper-)special maximal compact
open subgroup of G equal to the stabilizer of the origin x0 ∈ A. Let B0 := B ∩G0. The
Iwasawa decomposition G = G0 · B implies K[G] = K[G0]⊗K[B0] K[B] and similarly for
distributions D(·). Let G0M := K[G0] ⊗K[B0] M and N0 := D(G0) ⊗U(gK ,B0) M . Then
G0M ≃ GM as K[G0]-modules and N ≃ N0 as D(G0)-modules via the obvious maps.
Write D(G0) = lim←−rDr(G0) with some Banach algebra completions Dr(G0). The map
P induces maps Pr : G0M → Dr(G0) ⊗U(gK ,B0) M . Since K[G0] ⊂ Dr(G0) is dense, the
definition of the Banach topology on the target implies that Pr has dense image. Passing
to the limit over r shows that P has dense image. Let z ∈ B. Then the map P composed
with the map N → N r,z has dense image ([43, §3 Thm. A]). Now we are done: the map
Dr,χ,z ⊗Dan
B,χ,z
∆(GM)anB,z → Lr,χ(N)z,
pulled back to ∆(GM)an
B,z , may be written as
((κ(z)⊗ˆLGM)/npi(z)(κ(z)⊗ˆLGM))λ−coinv. −→ ((κ(z)⊗ˆLN r,z)/npi(z)(κ(z)⊗ˆLN r,z))λ−coinv.
by (Thm. 5.2.2) and (Prop. 8.2.1). Consequently, it has dense image. 
11.0.7. We now look closer at the case θ = θ0 and χ = ρ. Let V := ind
G
B(1) be the smooth
induction of the trivial character of B. Let us assume additionally that e is large enough
so that the Schneider-Stuhler sheaf Vˇ
≈
of its smooth dual does not vanish ([45, Thm.
IV.4.1]). The finitely many irreducible modules in Oalg,θ0 are given by the irreducible
quotients Lw of the Verma modules Mw of highest weight −w(ρ) − ρ for w ∈ W . The
cardinality of the latter set of weights is |W |. As usual, w0 denotes the longest element in
W . Let w ∈ W . Let Mw and Lw be the Beilinson-Bernstein localizations over X of Mw
and Lw respectively. Let ιw : Xw →֒ X be the inclusion of the Bruhat cell BwB/B into
X and let OXw be its structure sheaf with its natural (left) DXw-module structure. Let
Nw = ιw∗Ow be its D-module push-forward to X . Since OXw is a holonomic module and
ι is an affine morphism, Nw may be viewed as an DX-module (rather than just a complex
of such), cf. [23, 3.4].
Proposition 11.0.8. Let w ∈ W and Lanw be the analytification of Lw. Then Lw|B 6= 0 if
and only if w = w0.
Proof. By loc.cit., Lem. 12.3.1 the sheaf Nw has support contained in Xw. By loc.cit.,
Prop. 12.3.2 (i) the module Lw injects into Nw. Now let w 6= w0. Let η ∈ X be the generic
point of X and Xanη the fibre of π : X
an → X over η. Since η /∈ Xw one has (Nw)η = 0
and therefore N anw |Xanη = 0. (Lem. 6.2.2) states that B ⊂ Xanη whence Lanw |B = 0. The
converse is clear: the module Lw0 equals the trivial one-dimensional U(g)-module having
localization Lw0 = OX (e.g. by the Borel-Weil theorem). Hence, Lanw0|B = OB. 
Corollary 11.0.9. Let w ∈ W . Then Lr,ρ(FGB (Lw)′) 6= 0 if and only if w = w0.
Proof. Let w 6= w0. The preceding proposition together with the first lemma above yields
∆an(GLw)|B = 0. The second lemma then yields Lr,ρ(FGB (Lw)′) = 0. Conversely, let
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w = w0. We have FGB (Lw0) = indGB(1) = V , the smooth induction of the trivial B-
representation ([34]). By choice of e we have Vˇ
≈
6= 0. Let z ∈ B be a point such that
Vˇ
U
(e)
z
6= 0. With N := V ′ and (U (e)z )(r) := U (e)z ∩ Ur(U (e)z ), the (Prop. 9.1.3) yields a
surjection
(N r)z = Dr(U
(e)
z )⊗D(U (e)z ) N = Vˇ(U (e)z )(r) −→ VˇU (e)z
between the two spaces of coinvariants which implies (N r)z 6= 0. It follows Lr,ρ(N)z =
κ(z)⊗L (N r)z 6= 0 (Prop. 8.2.1) which means Lr,ρ(N)|B 6= 0. 
Recall that any U(gK)-module M ∈ O is of finite length.
Proposition 11.0.10. Let M ∈ Oalg,θ0. Let n ≥ 0 be the Jordan-Ho¨lder multiplicity of the
trivial representation in the module M and let V = indGB(1). There is a (noncanonical)
isomorphism of OB-modules
Lρ,r(FGB (M)′)
∼=−→ Lρ,r(V ′⊕n)
with both sides equal to zero in case n = 0.
Proof. Let Vˇ
≈,r
be the constructible sheaf of K-vector spaces on B which is constructed in
the same way as Vˇ
≈
but using the groups (U
(e)
F )(r) instead of U
(e)
F for all facets F . The very
same arguments as in the case r = r0 (Thm. 9.2.4) show that the OB-module Lρ,r(V ′) is
isomorphic to the module OB ⊗L Vˇ
≈,r
. In particular, it is a free OB-module.
We now prove the claim of the proposition by induction on n. Let n = 0. By ex-
actness of the functors FGB (.)′ and Lρ,r a Jordan-Ho¨lder filtration of M induces a fil-
tration of Lρ,r(FGB (M)′) whose graded pieces vanish by the preceding corollary. Thus
Lρ,r(FGB (M)′) = 0. Let n = 1. Using a Jordan-Ho¨lder filtration of M and the case n = 0
we may assume that the trivial representation sits in the top graded piece of M . Apply-
ing the case n = 0 a second time gives the claim. Assume now n ≥ 2. Using again a
Jordan-Ho¨lder filtration of M we have an exact sequence
0→ M1 →M →M2 → 0
in Oalg,θ0 where Mi has multiplicity ni ≥ 1. Applying the induction hypothesis to M1 and
M2 yields an exact sequence of OB-modules
0→ Lρ,r(V ′⊕n1)→ Lρ,r(FGB (M)′)→ Lρ,r(V ′⊕n2)→ 0.
By our first remark this sequence is (noncanonically) split. Since Lρ,r commutes with
direct sums, this completes the induction. 
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